CANADIAN SUPERBILT SHUTTERS AND BLINDS
Providing smart motorized Window Coverings from Hunter Douglas, Altex/SunProject
Provider of Hardwood Flooring. Visit our Showroom at 1571 The Queensway, Etobicoke, Ontario

Beautifying homes one window at a time through light control and energy efficiency.

John Persaud, CEO

B: (416) 201-0109 • C: (416) 239 2863 • sales@superbilt.com • www.superbilt.com
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‘Hire a Guyanese to get the job
done’ says NY Mayor de Blasio
New York – Mayor of New York Bill de Blasio
told a cheering, appreciative audience in New
York on May 29, “If you want the job done, hire a
Guyanese”. At the time, a celebratory de Blasio was
commending the Guyanese community in New
York for its industry and contributions that led
to Liberty Avenue being co-named Little Guyana
Avenue.
Such was the feeling of pride and accomplishment that the hundreds of New Yorkers gathered
for the event did not mind the rainy weather.
They were there to celebrate the historic moment,
and to soak in the feeling of accomplishment as
Guyana’s diasporic footprint grows in New York.
Said educator and writer, Dhanpaul Narine, “It
is no secret that Guyanese have made an indelible
contribution to the development of Queens, and
the City of New York. Their numbers suggest that
one is likely to find a Guyanese in every block in
See Page 14: Little Guyana
American & Guyanese flags fly in NY following the May 29
unveiling of the street sign co-naming Liberty Avenue & Little
Guyana Avenue. Inset, NY Mayor Bill de Blasio addresses the
crowd; at left is Councilwoman for District 28, Adrienne Adams

www.omesh.com

6640 Finch Ave West

416-825-1219

www.omesh.com

Indian Arrival Day Celebrations T&T
Teelucksingh calls for Caribbean museum in Ontario
relations in the Caribbean.
By Romeo Kaseram
Toronto – Trinidad and Tobago university lecturer and
In his address to the vibrant, celebratory attendees,
historian Dr Jerome Teelucksingh last month called on mem- Teelucksingh declared that “Indo-Trinbagonians in Canada
bers of the Canadian diaspora in Ontario to build a museum must not view themselves as less patriotic than those who
to preserve its memories, artifacts, and other tangible lega- remained in the Caribbean”. He added: “You display similar
nationalism that some of
cies. He also requested
us [do] here in Trinidad.
that the diaspora reach
out to India, which is
Yes, some like to ‘badtalk’ Trinidad, and othnow undergoing a
Covid-19 pandemic criers might exaggerate
Trinidad, especially our
sis, and to help needy
nationals back in the
warm weather or beaches”; also, that the definihomeland.
tion of Indo-Trinidadian
He made the call
during delivery of his
shows “we are appreciative of the steelpan,
online keynote address
to the Ontario chapcalypso and Carnival; or
the cuisine of pelau and
ter of the Trinidad &
Tobago 50 Plus and
callaloo”.
Teelucksingh then
Seniors Association. The
cited evidence of com25-year-old organisation celebrated Indian
monalities that held
Tomatoes roasting in an open fire were centre stage
the diaspora together
Arrival Day online via
on May 30, when the Hindu Prachaar Kendra in T&T
Zoom on May 30.
abroad, declaring that
re-enacted traditional chulha cooking in celebration of
the publication of comTeelucksingh is a
Indian Arrival Day. Read our report on Page 16.
munity newspapers such
senior lecturer at the St
Augustine Campus of
as “…Indo-Caribbean
The University of the West Indies in Trinidad & Tobago. World, [and] clubs, groceries and West Indian Associations
Among his academic work are explorations on the Indo- such as the Naparima Alumni Association, are indicators of
Caribbean diaspora in North America, and writings on attempts to maintain a common identity”.
Afro-Caribbean personalities, religion, gender, and ethnic
See Page 16: Request
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Ali’s Roti Shop
1446 Queen St. W.
Close Ave
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Lansdowne

Open 7 Days from 10 am to 10 pm

ALI’S ROTI
* Eat In or Take Out * We also Cater

Specialising in West Indian Dishes - Trinidad Style Cooking

INSURANCE
Paul Ram
Life & Investment Broker

MONEY FREEDOM INC.

Also offered: *Non Medical & Mortgage
Insurance *No Load Funds *No Penalty RESP
*Critical Illness *Universal Life *Dental &
Drug Plans *Disability. (E&O)
Companies represented: Assumption, Blue
Cross, BMO, Canada, CPP, Empire, Equitable,
Foresters, Industrial Alliance, ivari, Manulife,
RBC, Sunlife.
Instant quote online: www.moneyfreedom.ca
1.866.PAULRAM Tel: 416.414.2204

1446 Queen St. W. Toronto
(1/2 Block East of Lansdowne,
North side, W. of Dufferin)
Only HALAL Meat Served

Tel: 416-532-7701
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House matching services
Mass email to prospective Buyers
Targeted Social Media Advertising
3-D virtual tours
Floor plans
Live streaming
Electronic Signature
We take all precautions

$1,049,700
Modern Etobicoke Home

S

O

LD

Facing East. Home features open concept living
& dining room, LED lights, living room with gas
fireplace, spacious gourmet kitchen with huge eatin area, deck, master bedroom with full ensuite,
finished basement, hardwood floors & double car
garage.

$879,900

O
LD

Luxury Townhome
Spacious home with 4 bedrooms, 4 washrooms,
lane way double car garage, large deck, open
concept living & dining room, spacious kitchen & a
warm family room. Nicely updated & located near
GO stn. Main floor ensuite can be used for someone who does not want stairs, or as a home office.

$519,000

Spacious Etobicoke Bungalow

X-Large Condo

Here is a large bungalow on a premium pieshaped lot in Etobicoke. Features include 3 bedrooms, open concept living and dining, hardwood
floors and a large eat-in kitchen. The basement has
a separate entrance with 2 bedrooms.

Features include 2 bedrooms, main bedroom with
a full ensuite, large closet and private balcony, spacious open concept living and dining room, modern
kitchen with built-in microwave/range hood and
dishwasher, solarium and covered parking.

$679,900

S

$829,000

$659,900

Start Smart

Affordable & Modern

Features a private driveway for 3 cars, garage
with internal access to the home, enclosed porch
and a great room with 12’ ceiling and fireplace,
sliding glass doors to a semi-private courtyard.
You will be impressed with the separate dining
room, e/i kitchen and laundry room on the same
level. Lots of upgrades.

Impressive town home with 3 bedrooms, master
with a full ensuite and an unspoilt basement. You
will enjoy the large kitchen, private back, open
concept living and dining room. This is a freehold
property without maintenance fees.

$665,000

Impressive

We invite you to inspect. This spectacular home
features a double car garage, 3 spacious bedrooms, master with a full ensuite and walk-in
closet, laminate floor, large kitchen with stainless
steel appliances, open deck, and a fenced lot.
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$888,000

Ultra Modern

If you are looking for a beautiful home, take a
look at this lovely home with 4 bedrooms, master
with a full ensuite, quartz counter tops. Brand
name stainless steel appliances, under mount sink,
potlights, central vacuum, water softener.

CANADA

DENTISTRY

Govt invests $$ in Carpenters’ training project

DR. NAR DALJEET
DR. NIKHIL DALJEET

Toronto – In a move to help maintain a strong workforce through investments in equipment and materials. The second
and better position Canada for a prosperous economic recovery, stream, Innovation in Apprenticeship, supports innovation and
the Government of Canada is investing in the skilled trades to strengthened partnerships to address challenges that are limitensure Canadians acquire the training to access good, well- ing apprenticeship outcomes in Canada.
paying jobs. To this end, the government is making targeted
The project will establish an innovative delivery model
investments so that key groups facing barriers – such as women, for five courses traditionally taught in the classroom to both
newcomers, Indigenous people, persons with disabilities, and apprentices and journey carpenters. The delivery of this course
Black and racialised Canadians
will mitigate some significant
– can better find work in the
challenges limiting apprenskilled trades through projects
ticeship outcomes for women,
led by unions and its partner
newcomers, and persons
organisations.
with disabilities, and increase
Member of Parliament
employment opportunities and
for Vaughan-Woodbridge,
flexibility by increasing effiand Parliamentary Secretary
ciency in learning.
to the Minister of National
“The College of Carpenters
Revenue, Francesco Sorbara,
and Allied Trades is very grateon behalf of the Minister of
ful for the federal government’s
Employment,
Workforce
UTIP investment over the next
Development and Disability
four years. This investment
Inclusion, Carla Qualtrough,
will be used to support the
Cristina Selva
Francesco Sorbara
last month announced an
development of on-line learninvestment of nearly $890,000 to the College of Carpenters and ing courses as a means of supporting a more diverse and highly
Allied Trades, for a project funded under the Union Training skilled carpentry workforce,” said Cristina Selva, Executive
and Innovation Program.
Director, College of Carpenters and Allied Trades.
“Skilled tradespeople are a key component of Canada’s workIn Budget 2021, the Government of Canada proposed to
force, and are vital to the strength
provide $470 million over three
and diversity of our local econyears, beginning in 2021-2022,
omy. This investment will help
to establish a new Apprenticeship
build a pool of qualified tradesService. This initiative will help
people in Vaughan-Woodbridge,
55,000 first-year apprentices in
and in communities across the
eligible Red Seal trades conGreater Toronto Area, who are
nect with opportunities at small
ready to take on critical jobs as
and medium-sized employers.
our economy continues to recovEmployers could receive up to
er,” said Sorbara.
$5,000 for first-year apprenticeWith this investment, the
ship opportunities to pay for costs
College will implement online
such as salaries and training.
learning as a means of supporting
In addition, to increase
a more diverse and highly skilled
diversity in Red Seal trades, the
carpentry workforce. This fundGovernment of Canada will
ing is part of the Government
double the incentive to $10,000
of Canada’s $62 million investthrough Budget 2021 for employment over five years to help
ers who hire Canadians from
develop a highly qualified skilled
under-represented
groups,
trades workforce, and prepare
including women, racialised
Canadians to fill available jobs as Carpenter apprentices receive training in house Canadians, and persons with disframing at CCAT in Vaughan
our economy restarts.
abilities. It has also proposed to
UTIP supports union-based apprenticeship training and waive interest on the Canada Apprentice Loans until March 31,
works to reduce barriers to participation and success in Red Seal 2023. These measures will help to ensure that those who want to
trades. The first stream, Investments in Training Equipment, build a career in the skilled trades get the support they need to
helps unions across Canada improve the quality of training succeed. (Employment & Social Development Canada)

Ask us about our:

• Dental Implants (from
start to finish)

• Invisalign (Misaligned
Teeth)
• Snore Guard

DENTAL EMERGENCIES
ALWAYS WELCOME
Servicing our community for over 30 years.

Now two locations to serve you better
2942 Finch Avenue East, Scarborough, Ontario
(At Victoria Park) Village Square Plaza (Ground Floor)

416-492-3077 • www.tddental.ca
Second Office Location:

SmileVille Dental

86 Ringwood Dr, Unit 23, Stouffville, ON L4A 1C3

Tel: 905-640-4600 • www.smilevilledental.ca

Ontario hits first dose Covid-19 shot ahead of target
Toronto – Ontario has reached a key milestone in its fight
against Covid-19, hitting its target ahead of schedule to administer first doses to 65 percent of Ontarians aged 18 and over.
The province has also started its roll out program for accelerated second dose appointments for individuals aged 80 and
over. If there is sufficient vaccine supply, then it is anticipated
that the majority of Ontario residents who choose to receive the
vaccine will be able to be fully vaccinated by the end of summer.
Said Premier Doug Ford: “Team Ontario has shown what we
can do when we have a steady and reliable supply of vaccines.
Having made so much progress administering first doses, we
are now in a position to begin delivering second doses for a
two-dose summer. If we receive more vaccines from the federal
government, we’ll be able to accelerate our rollout further to
offer more protection to Ontarians even sooner.”
Due to a reliable and increased supply of vaccines throughout
May, Ontario has been able to quickly expand eligibility and

access at mass vaccinations sites, hospital clinics, and pharmacies, with all Ontarians aged 12 and over eligible to book an
appointment to receive the vaccine ahead of schedule.
With over 8.6 million doses administered, and over eight
million people having received at least one dose, the province
reached its target to administer first doses to 65 percent of
Ontarians aged 18 and over by the end of May.
“Thanks to the efforts of our frontline health care heroes and
community partners, our province has reached another exciting
milestone of 65 percent of Ontario adults having received their
first dose,” said Christine Elliott, Deputy Premier and Minister
of Health.
She added, “Accelerating second doses will provide more protection to Ontarians sooner. Every dose administered means we
are one step closer to the end of the pandemic, and I encourage
all Ontarians to get vaccinated and continue following public
health advice.”

Ajax – A special summer-long program designed to lift
spirits, foster connections, and inspire hope while staying active
and healthy is now underway in the Town of Ajax. The move
to creatively involve the community comes courtesy of the Ajax
Council, and the invitation is extended to residents, businesses,
and community groups to participate in its SunnyTOA activities
that started late last month.
Residents are being encouraged to get involved via three
Covid-friendly activities. There is ‘Participate’, a ‘Spring Into
Action’ community engagement program and photo contest
that runs for four weeks. It is an opportunity for families to have
fun while gaining new skills at home. Weekly themed teambuilding challenges and creative games will be provided, and
participants can submit photos using #SunnyTOA for a chance

to win a participation pack courtesy of ParticipACTION; the
grand prize is a child’s mountain bike.
For its ‘Cultivate’ program, ‘Best in Bloom Garden Tour’
offers an opportunity to experience a self-guided garden tour
throughout the town of Ajax. An online interactive garden map
allows residents and businesses to add their creative and beautiful locations.
The ‘Rejuvenate’ event is a volunteer eco-team program that
runs until early fall. It is an opportunity for small volunteer ecoteams to meet in a Covid-friendly way at various parks and trails
throughout Ajax to beautify the Town via community cleanups. Proper training and PPE for litter collection and sorting
will be provided.
To learn more about the program, visit ajax.ca/sunny.

Ajax issues call to participate, cultivate, & rejuvenate
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VEDIC BOOKS
•
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•
•
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•

Complete set of the Vedas
The Upanishads
Bhagavad Gita
Ramayan
Philosophy of Vedas
Vedic Thoughts
Vedic Vision - Sanskar Vidhi
Quest - The Vedic Answers
Vedic Marriage Ceremony
Introduction to the Commentary
on the Vedas
• Life & Teachings of Swami Dayanand
• Light of Truth
• Wisdom of the Rishies
• Gems of Vedic Wisdom
• Anand Gayatri Katha
• Daily Prayer
• Vedic Philosophy
• Whose Wealth?
• Mahabharata
... and many more

Call AVM Bookstore
416-805-2685 or 905-824-2685
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The Indelible Red Stain
By Dr Mohan Ragbeer

This two-volume work is a personal account of many efforts to influence Dr. Jagan’s political and
economic direction between 1946 and 1963 and presents material hitherto unpublished. Dr Ragbeer
describes colonial Guianese society, its peoples, the role of political extremism, race, US fears and Dr
Jagan’s failure, despite excellent advice, to adopt sound and realistic economic plans for the transition to
independence. The author traces post-war political and social development, the rise of militants and their
involvement in the Cold War. Dr. Jagan allies with the USSR and carried on quixotic attacks on the United
States which allowed his Marxist foil, Forbes Burnham, to seize the reins of government, by guile, terror,
arson and murder and displace Jagan in the final lap to independence. The resulting dictatorship, the
trashing of the country’s economy and the exodus of over 400,000 Guyanese are well known.

The two companion books are available from Amazon.com, through Kindle and other
on-line sellers or from the author at mohan.ragbeer@gmail.com

RESHMA AUDHO
PHOTOGRAPHER

Tel: 647-237-9816

email: rdaudho@hotmail.com
www.tintaleephotography.com
Tel: 416-234-1446						
8 Beamish Drive
Fax: 416-234-0154
Email: dkissoon@bellnet.ca
Toronto, Ontario M9B 3P3

/tintaleephotography
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@tintaleephotography

Your community facility owned and operated
by Kamal Bhardwaj, Ontario Licenced South
Asian Funeral Director. We are professional,
respectful and caring.

Tel: 647-547-8188

info@lotusfuneralandcremation.com
www.lotusfuneralandcremation.com

Seating capacity for 500. Adaptable rooms for smaller
funerals. Can accommodate larger gatherings.
121 City View Drive, Toronto, Ontario M9W 5A8

Conveniently located to serve Toronto and areas west of the City
including Etobicoke, Brampton, Bramalea and Mississauga.
Cremations are done on the premises without leaving the
building. Large gatherings can view start of cremations.
Media available to broadcast proceedings.
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Pre-arrangement plans available. Free executor
support for Canada Pension Plan and Survivor
Benefits. In-home services offered if desired.
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EDITORIAL & VIEWS

Editorial

Diaspora support

F

or those of us in the diaspora who have been
assailed by negatively critical nationals in the homeland with the accusation that we left during difficult
times, now is the time to be uplifted about the difference we
are making in many lives back home.
During his address at the Virtual Guyana Diaspora
Conference on May 22, Guyana’s President Dr Irfaan Ali
thanked the diaspora, for among other things, its remittance support over the years.
Said President Ali: “Indeed, during very difficult times,
it is remittances and the contribution of the diaspora that
saw many Guyanese breaking the barriers of extreme poverty. It is the remittances of Guyanese in the diaspora that
contributed significantly to the eradication of many social
problems. It is your commitment over the years that have
helped us during many difficult times.”
He added, “Your role in securing our democratic values,
your role in securing the rule of law cannot go understated.
I want to take this opportunity to thank all of you sincerely
for your interest, your time, your dedication, and your
commitment.”
A diaspora is motivated for different reasons to retain
its bonds with the homeland. Writing for the International
Office for Migration Regional Office for Central America,
North America, and the Caribbean, Gustavo Segura notes
a study by the Economic Commission for Latin America
and the Caribbean that cites different incentives why a
diaspora sends remittances to its homeland. He tells us that
among the reasons are solidarity with the land of birth; selfinterest, such as in savings or maintaining investments; and
structured payments of debts in a retentive show of good
faith to lending institutions back home.
However, Segura also notes altruism to be a main pillar in a diaspora’s commitment, loyalty, and support to its
homeland. It is the altruistic motivation that predominates,
as evidenced in our community’s commitment, which
Guyanese writer, Debra Roberts, notes to be the force
driving the Guyana diaspora’s support for the homeland.
Roberts arrives at this conclusion from research done for
her paper, ‘The Development Impact of Remittances on
Caribbean Economies: The Case of Guyana’.
From the evidence on the ground indicating our generosity and open-handedness, there is no doubt in our
mind that the hundreds of thousands of Guyanese abroad
love the homeland, and that they action their affection via
remittance commitments; and through other structures of
ongoing support to loved ones back home.
The evidence remains compelling and incontrovertible
– our community in the GTA, for example, is notable for
religiously sending hard cash as gifts to relatives in Guyana;
then there are our monthly electronic money transfers;
also, our Canadian currency is converted into hard items
as foodstuff, electronics, and clothing, which are shipped
in barrels to Georgetown via overseas routes.
The multiplier effect from our gifts abroad cannot be
understated, as Roberts notes. According to her research,
our contributions go towards human capital accumulation in Guyana, with our gifts of money paying for tertiary
education, an activity that attempts to right the debilitating
brain-drain we left behind; there is also expenditure in real
estate and property acquisition by relatives as they extend
their wealth and ownership; and then there are recipients
who invest our remittances in family businesses.
Among our more poignant contributions is the support
we selflessly expedite for medical and medicinal care. In
these critical, life-and-death situations, we do not hold
back our hands; instead, our emergency infusion of remittances support the purchase of healing medications, or pay
for life-saving surgeries for critically-ill relatives.
The diaspora has never held back its hand, which makes
President Ali’s words visionary; and hopefully, concrete:
“As we navigate into the future, we would like the hands of
the diaspora to be a key element in the new Guyana that
will bring with it great opportunities, great prosperity... The
unification and coming together of the Guyanese people is
paramount to the prosperity we will achieve.”
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Gain of Function

he US Senate debate of the budget for the National
Institutes of Health gave Senators a chance to quiz Dr
Anthony Fauci who has been prominent in the news for
over a year. Latterly, he has been at the centre of questions re:
high-risk Gain of Function studies that the NIH had funded for
over a decade, halted in the US in 2014, resumed
in 2017, and meantime transferred to Wuhan,
China. Many believe that this kind of work generated Covid-19.
In 2013, virologists Ron Fouchier of the
Erasmus Medical Center in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands, Yoshihiro Kawaoka of the University of WisconsinMadison, and 20 others, wanted to do high-risk studies on the
pandemic potential of A(H7N9) avian virus, with GOF study
components; they had done this to the H5N1 in 2011.
Sparring with GOP Senator Rand Paul, Fauci denied funding
GOF studies in Wuhan: “The NIH has not ever and does not
now fund gain-of-function research in the Wuhan Institute of
Virology”.
“Demonstrably false,” said Dr Richard H. Ebright, biosafety
expert at Rutgers University. Fauci is 80, and may be slipping,
but his slipperiness is intact! The record shows that NIH had
funded Peter Daszak of Eco-Alliance, New York, working
on GOF, and other NIH-funded virologists, Dr Ralph Baric
of North Carolina, and Shi Zhengli, Lab Director at Wuhan
– known as the Bat Lady for her knowledge of bat viruses,
through Dr Peter Daszak, of EcoHealth Alliance NY, who had
transferred to Wuhan with a (US) $3-plus million NIH grant,
when GOF studies were halted by the now the now former US
President Barack Obama.
Dr Shi’s focus was adapting animal viruses to humans; she
and her co-workers had provided evidence that SARS-CoV
originated in Chinese horse-shoe bats. She and Baric modified
a bat virus, inserted it into a SARS virus, which they used to
penetrate human airway cells (presumably in culture).
Fauci denied Baric’s role, but under pressure admitted that
it was work done in NC, not China, as if that made it ethical!
Together they had published an article in Nature Medicine
describing a GOF study with creation of a new chimaeric virus,
which was possible as the Obama ban did not stop work-inprogress. This is high-risk research that creates new potential
pandemic pathogens (lab-based, not in Nature).
This kind of work was tedious and expensive prior to the

development of the Polymerase Chain Reaction by Dr Kary
Mullis (California) in 1983, (Nobel Prize for Chemistry, 1993),
which made genetic manipulation fast, cheap and simpler,
enabling one to snip short lengths of a gene and insert into a
previously cut gap in the same, or another gene of the same, or
another species. (This “cut and paste” technique
has become so precise that it is often difficult to
Mohan
identify the sites of gene-splicing.) A new organRagbeer ism can be produced with new properties of the
inserted gene.
In March, the WHO appointed a team to investigate the origin of Covid-19 in Wuhan. It included Daszak,
who had worked in Wuhan on the NIH grant before former
President Donald Trump cancelled funding for Wuhan. The
investigators concluded that it was “extremely unlikely” the
pandemic resulted from a laboratory accident, and was likely
of animal origin. This white-wash surprised no one. Daszak’s
conflict of interest should have disqualified him.
In ignoring the opinion of concerned scientists, Fauci maintained that the benefits of such experiments and the resulting
knowledge outweighed the risks. But Harvard epidemiologist,
Mark Lipsitch and others disagreed: “There is nothing for the
purposes of surveillance that we did not already know”; adding
that the result was marginal and could have been obtained without GOF studies. One scientist suggested that the attraction of
this work was the large grants available; another that the motive
was vaccine and drug development; for example, remdesivir, a
drug supported by Fauci and Daszak.
There is a clear allegation that “the Wuhan lab used NIH
funding to construct novel chimeric SARS-related coronaviruses able to infect human cells and laboratory animals”, Ebright
said, adding: “This is high-risk research that creates new potential pandemic pathogens”. The paper by Wuhan virologists credits the research funding to various sources, including the NIH,
which lists this research and confirms that over (US) $660,000
was spent supporting it.
Note that a “chimaeric” coronavirus is one that has been
altered and enhanced by man, adapted to humans from another
species to make it more transmissible and dangerous to humans.
US President Joe Biden has ordered a review of the matter.
I doubt that this will produce anything better than the March
WHO team, which was riven by conflict of interest. So far pursuing Covid-19 had led to a dead end. Is it man-made?

Youthfulness has moments of myopia, after all

I

was constantly reminded by family about the precarity of
life while growing up back home, with the concomitant
requirement drilled into my emergent stubbornness about
being extra vigilant the moment my “hot-foot” stepped out on
the graveled path that led away from our house into an unpredictable and wholly hostile beyond.
Now decades into the future, my understandRomeo
ing of how my grandmother, and the rest of our
Kaseram
extended family, lived their sheltered and trembling lives always concludes as an assessment of
fear of the unknown; and of course, by noting
how they constantly checked the blind spot for unseen, and
perhaps, imagined dangers.
My grandmother’s equivalent of the wisdom-of-the-ages’
warning to a child, “Don’t talk to strangers”, was delivered as
a dictum, imparted with a frenetic forefinger wagging like a
windshield wiper during a high-velocity downpour, with the
wrinkles on her forehead deepening until the creases overflowed with a mix of severity, apprehension, and significantly,
with forewarning of dire consequences should I not be mindful.
To be mindful meant enduring a mouthful. Ma’s harangue
for keeping a little boy out of harm’s way was coercive as it was
a recursive, rewinding soundtrack delivered with know-it-all
homilies about how little boys who did not “listen” were consequently punished as well-deserving victims.
It was such that her bedtime stories were didactic horror
narratives, where little boys did not survive encounters with
metaphors disguised as dangers that agilely and treacherously
leapt out of cane fields; or lurked beneath the surface of mossy
ponds as vines eagerly waiting to entangle a boy’s “hot-foot”, and
pull him down into the dark and deep.
My dear grandmother lectured and preached, with the forefinger in hyperdrive to clear the pathway for my uninhibited
egress into adulthood; it was rinse, then repeat, even as I continued to negligently hurtle down the rapids of early childhood.
Ma bawled, “Listen to me, child! You are a harden little boy!
Why do you think it is proper for a boy to go sit on the floor in
a rumshop and listen to idle talk from village drunks?”
Back then I did not have the words to tell my grandmother I
thrived in interventions where marginalised narratives emerged
about our interesting, but darkening world. But I did have
articulate and wide, malnourished eyes, which my dear grandmother always misread as defiance, thus her repeated usage of

the synonymous “harden” to describe my boyhood escapades.
Now, looking into the rear view with the same eyes, albeit
bespectacled, perhaps it was, for want of a better word, “defiance”; youthfulness has its moments of myopia, after all.
Indeed, I thrived on the narratives that issued from those
seasoned drinkers in that cramped, humid setting that was the miasmic “rumshop”. Here was
a landscape ill-scented with the ammonic and
urinary; also, permanently tainted with staleness
of rum and fermenting, hot beer burdened with a
payload of decaying, drowned flies.
It was a hell-hole reeking of cane field sweat; at times, the
solid, humid silence was punctuated with exclamations of
swear-words; other times, voluminous hawking, followed by
more swearing along the arc of the hit-or-miss trajectory to the
maligned, misaligned spittoon.
One among the drinkers was a visionary; the depths of his
narratives was the draw for my surreptitious attendance, where I
was dwarfed among the lengthy, rusted legs of aged, iron stools,
and jostled about by a Tolkeinesque Fanghorn Forest of moving
tree-trunk legs.
“They will fly up to the moon one of these days,” he said,
wiping his moustached lips with a similarly hirsute forearm. His
pronouncements were out-of-this-world, and difficult to defend
in a pragmatic world of hard labour and hard drinking.
It typically provoked the less imaginative drinkers in the
room into incredulity first, followed by derision. Sometimes
the provocation grew into a heated discussion, with comments
about failing mental health escalating into threats to do bodily
harm. It did not do to mix humidity with strong drink.
In another time, having studied the detritus at the bottom of
his glass, my visionary commented to the general populace in
this underwater, sweat-soaked world, saying, “One day they will
have a radio that will find fish in the sea”.
His tormenter slammed a thick-bottomed glass down on the
bar, saying, “What wrong with you at all? How do you expect
to find fish using a radiogram? How to do it? By tuning into a
station and talking with fish?”
Whatever it was that had settled at the bottom of his drinking
glass, along with sand from the ice cubes, it is evident there were
grains of truth to be discerned from the tea leaves of his cloudy
predictions. It opened up my imagination to clearer skies, even
as a dark cloud premonition formed with Ma’s angry approach.
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Lockdown not a fishing expedition

than Guyana’s; and still, a lockdown.
Dear Editor,
But perhaps the news reports missed Jagdeo announcing
According to news reports late last month, Guyana’s VicePresident Bharrat Jagdeo announced that the country will not that the current (and questionably timed) 10:30 p.m. to 4 a.m.
be headed into a lockdown while claiming there is no evidence curfew had been lifted?
Why else would the Honourable President Dr Irfaan Ali
it works elsewhere.
post a picture on Facebook with
However, in a letter published
himself and Jagdeo fishing? The
in the Guyana media on May
caption accompanying the photo
24, which was written by Nick
read, “Midnight fishing in the
Harewood, it was astutely noted
Boerasirie Conservancy, Region
that Jagdeo must have missed
Three last night”.
the curtailment moves that were
Also, it is another matter that
made by the Barbados authoriGuyanese were offering other fishties.
ing tips and locations, and comOne might also add Ontario
pletely missing the fact that we are
to the list, where public health
in a pandemic and under a curfew.
and other officials finally forced
It makes one scratch one’s head
a recalcitrant provincial adminwith wonderment.
istration into lockdown back in
It could not be that Ali and
March, and which then had a
Jagdeo were breaking the curfew
significant curtailing effect on
imposed by their own administrathe numbers of infections and
tion?
deaths.
Or, as someone asked, that perMoreover, this was a lock- Vice-President Bharrat Jagdeo being vaccinated
down that accompanied a slow start, but what is now an aggres- haps an essential service was being performed?
Or is it that the rules are not for those who set them?
sive vaccination campaign that has seen over 51 percent of
Alissa Trotz, via email.
Ontarians receiving a first dose. Yes, a higher vaccination rate

Guyanese should no longer be burdened by ‘want’
Dear Editor,
Sitting silently in Guyana’s Constitution is Article 40 (1),
which states that “every person in Guyana is entitled to the basic
right to a happy, creative and productive life, free from hunger,
ignorance, and want”.
In this grand entitlement, the pivotal idea, around which the
others revolve, is the freedom from want.
Freedom from want, as a core human right, is embedded
in the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights. However,
its historic roots trace back to the Address to Congress by US
President Franklin Roosevelt in 1941, who listed it as one of his
four main global freedoms.
Roosevelt explained that a man could never enjoy his full
human rights if he was always necessitous.
What does it mean for us in Guyana to be free from want? It
means to be liberated to live our best lives, and to be our best
selves. No longer must we be imprisoned by the struggle to meet
basic needs, such as finding food, shelter, and dignity. No longer
must we live in fear of the uncertainties of daily survival.
We must be liberated to live – according to Article 40 (1) – “a
happy, creative and productive life”. As such, we must be enabled
also to follow our aspirations, discover our talents, and develop
our skills. We must have time to be involved in community and

national life in whatever way.
Our constitutional right to work, rest, recreation, and leisure
must make sense. Freedom from want, therefore, activates and
gives substance to most of the other human rights granted to
each of us by our Constitution.
The argument that such basic socioeconomic rights are only
aspirational — that many countries are too poor to actually
deliver on them — has become worn out.
In any case, that excuse no longer holds for Guyana today.
By 2024, Guyanese will be earning over (US) $1.5 billion annually in oil revenues to stash away in an already bulging Natural
Resources Fund.
With a small population (and by now fully advised as a
nation on the recipe to avoid the resource curse), no Guyanese
must now be oppressed by the burden of want. The aspiration
in Article 40 (1) is fundamental to nation-building. It could
and must be achieved in a few years. Working towards it brings
benefits to individuals and families gradually and meaningfully
each step of the way to the economic liberation of all.
The political party most passionate about this mission and
most capable to deliver the quickest is the party that deserves
our support.
Sherwood Lowe, via email.

... also, time to implement rights in the International Covenant

Dear Editor,
Please allow me to write in support of the ideas of Sherwood
Lowe in his thoughtful letter. In addition to the Constitution,
Guyana is a State Party to the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. That Covenant enumerates, in detail, a number of rights that governments in Guyana
should now strive to implement, and the UN has sought to
advise on how the rights may be implemented. Allow me to
suggest that those interested in this area would do well to
study the practical recommendations of the UN Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on how to implement the

rights in the Covenants.
As Guyana charts a new path with its new resources, the
government would be well-advised to invite representatives of
the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights to visit
Guyana for consultations with a broad section of society. Lowe
points to a new path to governance that could derive substance
from the Covenant. We saw the practical benefits that could be
derived from implementation of the Covenant when we performed the functions of UN High Commissioner for Human
Rights. Thank you, Mr Lowe.
Bertrand Ramcharan, via email.

Dear Editor,
I honour and respect the theme, “Building an economically strong and powerful nation” that marked Guyana’s 55th
anniversary of Independence. This theme was a fit and proper
way to herald our Independence, as it ushers in a sense of pride
and purpose for us all as a nation, and allows us to now stand
on the path of a great and new tomorrow. As an independent
people, we boldly pursue our goal of economic freedom and
development.
Now our government has set the tone for development, in
that they have taken the lead in that process with sound visionary leadership. We have our goal in sight, it is now left to us as a
people to get on board to make that dream a reality.
There is no doubt that we are in good hands as we forge
ahead together. Team PPP/Civic, together with the people of
this great fledgling nation, we can, we must, we will reach for
success as the emerging Third World powerhouse.
The call is also made for unity as we move forward together.
We are a nation of peoples working together in peaceful harmony and progressive unity; also, we are a land of six peoples

with the greatest possibilities for social cohesion to showcase to
the region, and the wider world on a whole. Together we can
make it happen.
Finally, as we continue to move forward, we must not forget
those who sought to divide us; those who stood up against our
hard-fought democracy, and are still belligerent about it.
We will not forget those few who set up a diabolical plot to
steal our democracy, and our ability to choose who governs
us. We will not forget those who stood in the path of freedom,
peace, and progress. We remember those five long months of
nerve-wracking agony, waiting to finally see the dawn of a new
day. We welcome this new-found freedom with open arms.
Therefore, as responsible citizens, we call for justice to be
served. We would like those so stained in the putrid mire of
electoral fraud to be rooted out of mainstream society, never to
raise the ugly head again.
We are calling on the justice system to ensure that justice is
served swiftly and condignly, as we separate ourselves from such
demonic forces. Long live an Independent Guyana!
Neil Adams, via email.

How to build ‘an economically strong, powerful nation’
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Guyana’s Court of Appeal

Keep CCJ as our apex court
Dear Editor,
Former President of Guyana David Granger’s statement
that our Court of Appeal should be the final court on matters
pertaining to our elections is sanctimonious, diabolical, and
retrogressive.
It was precisely because of the Caribbean Court of Justice
being our apex court that we were able to have the results of a
free and fair General and Regional Elections last year.
The CCJ overturned the following rulings by the Guyana
Court of Appeal on the tenets of the law and public reasoning:
there were the rulings on what constituted a majority, whether
34 was the majority of 65; then there was the issue of votes cast
meaning valid votes as were determined by GECOM’s CEO,
Keith Lowenfield, who discarded over 200,000 votes with a
stroke of the pen; and there was the pushback where representatives from Caricom were being denied access to supervise the
vote recount, among others.
In the light of these occurrences, how then can any sane and
rational Guyanese place trust with elections’ matters on our
Court of Appeal?
The CCJ on the other hand, represents impartiality and is
unbiased; it also represents fairness, integrity, equality, ethics,
and morality in the eyes of the law. The CCJ is the last refuge of
hope by a country rife with those, who given half a chance, are
ready to commit election rigging.
We have to ensure that the CCJ remains as our apex court at
all times, and that it be enshrined indelibly into our Constitution.
To even ponder the possibility of Granger’s decadent proposal is
to begin the descent into darkness and dictatorship.
Reggie Bhagwandin, via email.

Questions remain on GECOM
Dear Editor,
I am a son of this soil, and also a taxpaying Guyanese, and
I keep abreast with the political, economic, and social developments in this country.
And we are almost a year into the PPP/Civic’s term in office,
and there is one question for which I am dying to know the
answer: Why are Chief Elections Officer Keith Lowenfield,
Deputy CEO Roxanne Myers, and Region 4 Returning Officer
Clairmont Mingo still on the job, or employed by the Guyana
Election’s Commission?
Also, why is it “okay” with the powers that be at GECOM to
have this state-of-affairs continue into oblivion?
The officials mentioned above cost us many sleepless nights,
delayed our elections’ results, and tried to derail our democracy.
They preyed on our innocence, and the fact that we put our
collective trust in GECOM to get the results right the first time,
and then to declare the outcome.
Is it a hard task to dismiss or to fire them? Is it not wise to
point out all the breaches that they committed and sever ties
with them?
Please help me to understand how these individuals are able
to hold our electoral system to ransom and keep us in political
gridlock.
GECOM will have to find a way out of the hole that it is in, so
that we can hold our Local Government Elections and General
Elections too. I don’t think the PPP/Civic would go to another
election with those persons at the helm, regardless of what
GECOM or APNU+AFC says.
I don’t think the people of this country would stand for it!
I want to urge GECOM and the Secretariat to part ways with
these individuals, who caused the people to think “Guyana is
not a real place or country”, because of how it is handling what
happened following the 2020 elections.
Do it for the good of our democracy. Do it for Guyana’s
Independence.
Attiya Baksh, via email.
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Ask Jay...

Be more responsible, PM Rowley
Dear Editor,
How can Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley
blame the Opposition for paid organised vigils, and the gathering of thousands of people
together during a pandemic, when they were
showing solidarity for our fallen women, and
making a stand against violence that had been committed against women in recent
times?
I refer to the particular
case where Andrea Bharatt
got into a car that she thought
was a private hire taxi in
Arima on January 29, and
was later discovered murdered.
During this time, our
small country had reached
its boiling point, where each
day people raised their voices
against domestic violence
and women-based violence
to beseech the powers-thatbe to make a change, which
our country so drastically
Keith
needed, and still needs.
This is an appalling and a deliberate attempt
to change the narrative and blame-shame the
Opposition when many citizens raised their
voices to stop the violence against women. The
raised voices eventually led to non-lethal weapons, such as pepper spray, being considered in
Parliament for use by citizens.
The Opposition also joined with the government in the Senate last month to pass the
legislation to control the use of pepper spray, in
the Firearms (Amendment) Bill, 2021, piloted
by Attorney General Faris Al-Rawi.
The burning outrage of Bharatt’s murder,
still vivid in people's minds, led to that change
that our society needed. To make matters
worse, it is awful to bring this up again in
Parliament so publicly, when the family still
cannot come to terms with the horror of
Andrea’s last moments.
How can Prime Minister Rowley be so
heartless and insensitive, where people’s emotions ran high, and where we all know for a
fact that those vigils had nothing to do with the
recent explosion of Covid-19 cases?
Many citizens across the country, not just
the Opposition membership, came together
to apply pressure to the government. So much
that the government had to pass the amendment to the Firearms Bill.
It is a sad state of affairs when a prime minister uses such an incident for political mileage
and shock to just berate the Opposition, when
in fact it is the government and the Prime
Minister that have made a terrible miscalculation with the virus’ deadliness, and invited
everyone to Tobago for the Easter weekend.
This incident most likely caused the massive

virus to spread. Anyone can see the explosive
infection rate started about two weeks after
that fatal Easter weekend, where citizens are
now being infected more quickly and dying at
a rate that now seems uncontrollable.
Our porous borders, and possibly the
Brazilian Covid-19 variant, now appear to have
more to do with the
large increase in daily
cases, than the vigils.
Furthermore, the Minister
of Health and health officials are out of their depth
in controlling the spread
of infections.
There seems to be no
end to these upsurges, and
we are on the brink of the
parallel healthcare system
collapsing.
We are also now seeing
increased infections and
deaths among younger
people, as well as more
serious conditions of hosRowley
pitalised patients.
I am sorry to say this, but Prime Minister,
you and your government must take the blame
for the invitation extended to citizens to come
to Tobago for Easter. And with 50,000 and
more travellers reported by your own Minister
of Transport himself, who answered your call,
that is more likely what triggered the explosive
rate of the virus spread.
Why must you go down this road for political mileage, where it is always to blame the
Opposition, and where the red party must hit
the yellow party for six, even when the truth is
staring us starkly in the face?
Doing so only causes more division in our
nation.
Prime Minister, please re-examine the road
you are going down with this accusation, and
make the adjustments to counteract the set
of circumstances we find ourselves in. Ensure
your Cabinet is more honest with the population, as cheap political mileage and using degradation to annihilate your opponents at any
cost cannot be the best approach.
Now is the time we need all hands on deck
to fight Covid-19. This behaviour is unbecoming of your status, and carries the wrong message to the population.
We need you now for inspiration; to inspire
a vision of the future for every citizen. To reassure the population that we can fight this virus
and win. To inspire people to engage in a uniting vision of staying home, staying safe, and
obeying the curfew restrictions now.
This is for all of us, so we can get control of
the spread, and so that we can reopen bigger,
stronger, and better in the future.
Neil Gosine, via email.

Protect our frontline workers too
Dear Editor,
Each citizen in our country must be regarded as a vital human resource, and so must take
precautionary measures to avoid contracting
the Covid-19 virus.
It is of concern that hundreds of our frontline workers, especially those in the protective
services, have not yet been vaccinated. Has this
very important aspect slipped the attention of
the powers-that-be? Why are these people not
placed on a priority list?
It is recognisable that the ordinary cloth
mask is frequently used by our frontline personnel. There needs to be an insistence on the
use of N95 masks and face shields to ensure
their protection.
Our doctors and nurses have been overworked to the point that many of them have
developed urinary tract infections, stomach
problems, and other medical conditions. They
are not privileged with time for relaxation.
The quality of their family life has been

seriously affected since they find themselves
working long hours to save lives.
It would be to the benefit of the health
system if the government begins sourcing the
expertise of foreign doctors and nurses. This
would remove the increasing burdens that our
healthcare workers are struggling to shoulder.
Our essential service providers risk their
lives for the continuity of our existence.
Without our protective arms – the police service, the air guard, the coast guard, and the
army – our entire country would find itself in a
state of lawlessness.
In a similar vein, in the absence of our
healthcare personnel, Trinidad and Tobago
would continue to see a dramatic increase in
human suffering and death brought about by
the Covid-19 virus.
The relevant authorities need to provide the
necessary resources and support to have our
frontline workers protected.
Lindsey Rampersad, via email.
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How To Put Your Home Equity To Good Use

omeowners became wealthier during the pandemic. Home prices surged and are still
climbing. Homeowners are in a unique place where they can use some of their equity
as seeds for financial growth. Benjamin Franklin said that an investment in knowledge
pays the best interest. These transforming ideas can quantum leap your net worth.
Use some of the equity to buy an investment property. Real estate is real, as the name suggests. With inflation, building materials are becoming expensive, and in turn, home prices are
escalating. Currently for every home available for sale, there are about six buyers. A two-family
home can be rented annually for $40,000. This is called passive income because the person
does not have to actively work for it. Gradually over time, it’s best to replace active income
with passive. Toronto will continue to be a hotspot for immigrants. On the long term, prices will
trend upwards, the remaining balance on the mortgage will decrease, and if we add up the rent
collected over the years, it becomes astronomical. To put icing on the cake, the interest on the
money borrowed for investment is tax deductible.
Debt consolidation is another idea. Sai, for example, has a total of $29,000 in credit card
debts, paying $1,160 monthly. He chooses to increase his mortgage by $29,000 and pay off his
debts. His monthly payment drops to $115. Fitzroy, on the other hand, took a second mortgage
on his home for $100,000 at 12 percent interest in 2018, paying $1,053 monthly. Initially, the first
mortgagor had refused to lend him the additional $100,000 because, at that time, the property
loan to value ratio (a ratio lenders use to calculate risk) was high. With the recent price growth,
the loan to ratio dropped significantly. Fitzroy managed to increase the first mortgage and paid
off the second. By doing so, he now saves $653 monthly.
Many families with adult children can use this idea. It’s the perfect time to give adult children
a head start in life. Arthur’s parents took $100,000 from their family home and assisted Arthur.
He used the money as a down-payment on a newly-construction condo that would be ready
in five years. Arthur estimates that he can double his initial investment in five years. He can
then use the proceeds to catapult him into a home. Arthur now has a goal to work towards.
His aim is to repay his parents in five years. Another family took money from their family home
and opened a thriving take-out restaurant, creating employment for themselves. Since they
borrowed money from their family home to invest in their business, the interest on that portion
became tax deductible.
Instead of moving, try to renovate or extend your current home. With Covid-19, many families
are working from home and require more space. It is easy to add a second level on a bungalow
because the building foundation is already there. Find a good contractor who can point you in
the right direction. Once that is done, get an estimate. Always over-budget by ten to 15 percent
for the unexpected. With an architectural drawing, building permit and a good contractor, you
are on your way. If you are modernising, the quality of materials can make a big difference. The
cost of installation usually remains the same. Its best to buy your own materials, and ask the
contractor to quote you on labour. Remember to ensure that contractors have the appropriate
insurance coverage.
Building a secondary suite is a good idea. The cost varies depending on the size and complexity of the project. Start by applying for a building permit from the city. Then, interview
contractors. With a building permit and a good contractor, you can build a safe place for a family that wants to rent. You will also reduce your liability. Buyers love basement suites that are
registered because the rental income can be used to help them qualify for a bigger mortgage.
As such, homes with legal basements sell for more. If a homeowner borrows $100,000 from the
principal residence and uses it to build a secondary suite, the annual mortgage payment will
be about $5,000, half being principal reduction and the interest portion becomes tax deductible. The basement will generate an annual income for about $20,000. This investment is worth
exploring because it is a profitable venture. Seek the assistance of an accountant.
Become a money lender. Amrita borrowed $200,000 from her home at 1.75 percent. She invested it in second mortgages at 12 percent, making a yearly profit of $15,400. She called this
her vacation money. Always lend in small batches. For example, lend to four different people instead of one. By doing so, you are spreading your risk. Ensure that the loan to value ratio does
not exceed 85 percent. Avoid lending on rental properties. Many mortgage brokers can assist
in securing second mortgages. Usually, the borrower pays the mortgage broker and solicitor
fees. In many cases, they will also pay the investor a finder’s fee of about three to five percent
of the loan amount. Always choose your own lawyer when investing in second mortgage.
Study the above ideas carefully and then prioritise them. Next, get started. In the wise words
of Lao-tzu, a journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step.
Jay Brijpaul
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Guyana govt stresses agriculture in courting diaspora

I

n as much as oil will remain the dominant contributor to
Guyana’s economic growth for many years to come, the
government recognises that it cannot ignore the development of the country’s agriculture sector and directly related
industries.
In his address on May 22 to the Inaugural Virtual Diaspora
Conference, Finance Minister, Dr Ashni Singh, stressed the
importance of agriculture, agro-processing, and agri-business to
the development of Guyana – areas that have
been long recognized as major growth areas.
Singh also lamented the fact that in spite
of the country’s potential in agro-processing,
Guyanese processed foods have failed to
penetrate global markets. However, he was
optimistic that this trend would soon be
reversed.
The truth is, agriculture is not only the country’s largest
employer, but also provides national food security, while sustaining the livelihood of a significant portion of the population, especially the rural poor. The country undoubtedly has a
regional comparative advantage in agriculture, which has been
the backbone of the economy, and up until oil came into the
picture, was the largest contributor to GDP growth, in spite of
the rising importance of mining.
However, the problem is that agriculture has been subject to
the machinations of various governments, including the PPP/
Civic, over the past decades, resulting in unsteady budgetary
support, and consequently fluctuating production patterns.
However, it would appear the current PPP/Civic government
is intent on pushing agriculture, which will benefit from a budgetary allocation of [all currency in Guyana $] $22.6 billion in
2021, up from $18.3 billion last year. This allocation will cover
a range of infrastructural works, among them new farm-tomarket roads; clearing and preparation of new lands; expansion
of the infrastructure in the intermediate savannahs; expansion
of drainage and irrigation networks to make new land available
for small, medium, and mega farms; strengthening extension
services through additional and improved facilities; introduction of traceability and certification services to reduce existing
trade barriers; research and development; and coordinating and
facilitating private sector participation.
Agro-processing is also getting additional support. In its
2021 budget, the government announced that it will invest $832
million in agricultural infrastructure, including agro-processing
and packaging facilities.
It claims that farmers will now have access to affordable stateof-the-art processing and packaging at reduced operational
costs; and that the government will provide laboratory services
to agro-processors to ensure they can attain the necessary standards and certifications in a timely manner at an affordable cost.
In addition, the government will also be taking steps to
strengthen cold-storage capacity for seasonal produce destined
for export and processing. To facilitate this initiative, it will
procure two freezer trucks and two 40-foot refrigerated containers at a cost of $60 million for the New Guyana Marketing
Corporation.
As well, agro-processors are also expected to benefit from the
New GMC’s one stop Agri-Business Incubator, through which
equipment and human resources will be made available to provide technical and marketing support. An additional $293 million has been allocated in the budget to support these initiatives.
In terms of agri-business the government has been encouraging the participation of the private sector as well as foreign
investors. However, the interest of foreign investors has been
lukewarm so far because of perceived political uncertainty and
unfavourable business conditions.
Foreign businesses are also sensitive to a highly unionised
environment that is prevalent in Guyana. Well-developed infrastructural, legal, and regulatory environments are also preferred
by foreign investors. While Guyana has made some progress in

these areas, the perception is that its position remains unstable. needs thorough examination.
Another area that needs to be addressed is the transportation
Putting aside Guyana’s two largest traditional agricultural
industries – rice and sugar - Guyana has failed to exploit the and storage of perishable crops destined for processing. This
opportunity to diversify its agricultural base, with limited suc- gives rise to the need to establish adequate facilities such as storcess under various governments. The impact of a variety of age, refrigeration, and transportation to support farm to factory
small scale initiatives is infinitesimal on the economy, although processing activities. Arguably, the government has announced
these initiatives provide fodder for the government to show that that it will acquire limited cold storage capacity.
Although it appears that quality control measures for prothe agriculture sector is on the development track.
The country’s on-off focus on non-tradi- cessed goods have been put in place, it is necessary to impletional agriculture, which incidentally is the ment measures for standardisation of quality, especially for the
largest component of agriculture’s contribu- export market.
If the local market for processed agricultural goods is to
tion to GDP growth, has not benefitted from
Dwarka
the level of commitment required to sup- grow, then the government must show its commitment by
Lakhan
port its growth. In spite of sporadic efforts, implementing tariffs and quotas on imported substitutes for
production in non-traditional crops has on local goods. Evidently, Guyanese have a preference for foreign
average been declining. The recent shift to goods, which ultimately limits the expansion of domestic induslarge scale cultivation of crops such as corn and soya bean, in tries. If agro-processing is not given some form of protection to
which the country has no experience, is diverting resources develop as part of a feasible business strategy, then the sector
away from the sub-sector. The consequence has been a rising will not prosper.
Market penetration must be supported by marketing and
food import bill.
branding initiatives and
Past experience shows
education about the virthat there has been weak
tues of locally manufacintegration of implementured goods. Pricing of
tation efforts in the agriprocessed goods must
culture sector, resulting
also be competitive to
in sporadic ventures that
gain market share and
have engendered limited
attract local as well as
success. In fact, over time
foreign buyers.
there have been more failAt a more macroures than successes in a
level, Guyanese have a
broad spectrum of agriknack for focusing on
businesses, ranging from
the cultivation of crops
processing facilities to
which have neither
livestock development.
a comparative nor a
Although Guyana has
competitive advantage.
the physical resources to
Therefore, the governensure success in agriment must guide the
culture and related agricultivation of crops for
businesses, it would be
prudent not to ignore the Finance Minister Dr Ashni Singh responds to questions during processing in which the
country has a clear comreasons for failure of simi- the May 22 Inaugural Virtual Diaspora Conference
lar ventures in the past.
For instance, consistency in the supply or output of the sectors has always been problematic. Crops tend to be affected
by the vagaries of weather and diseases, which have led to
manufacturing downtime, and consequently supply/demand
shortfalls. This has had a negative impact on exports whereby
contractual supply arrangements were not fulfilled; as well as
resulting in inefficient domestic plant operations, where they
exist.
This problem has been compounded by scale of operations
that has not allowed for sufficient output for exports or agroprocessing. For example, in the case of agro-processing, plants
have not had sufficient inputs to operate efficiently.
While agro-processing technology is evolving, the use of
modular plants that can process different types of products on
a smaller scale would be useful. However, these plants would
not operate efficiently if inputs for processing are insufficient to
meet capacity needs.
It is also necessary to conduct a feasibility study to determine
the location of processing plants, and whether single or multipurpose plants will facilitate greater efficiency in agro-processing. The government has obviously pre-selected some areas for
agro-processing facilities.
Improved co-ordination of farm-to-factory supply, and the
establishment of a formal mechanism to ensure that processes
put in place actually work are also necessary. It is easy to argue
that such mechanism, like the New GMC, already exists, but
whether they work effectively remains questionable. The question of how farmers would get their produce to a single plant

petitive advantage. Such strategy would also be beneficial
because the sector would be able to maximise the use of its existing skills in the production of established crops for processing.
The government also needs to assist with the acquisition of appropriate technology to support agro-processing, as
well as seek technical assistance through international donor
agencies to assist with the development of the sector. While it
should leave implementation of an agro-processing strategy in
the hands of the private sector, it should not take a hands-off
approach.
Notwithstanding, in the case of agro-processing, the private
sector should not expect to be spoon-fed by the government in
developing its initiatives. It should also take responsibility for
ensuring the viability of its business initiatives, and for the success of the sector.
At the end of the day, if agro-processing and agribusiness
are to take-off, then agriculture must succeed. Then, as the
Minister of Finance Singh suggested, Guyanese at home and
abroad should be able to take pride in buying processed foods
that are labeled “Manufactured in Guyana”, instead of some foreign country, especially those from the Caribbean, with far less
potential in agriculture.

Georgetown – Guyana fared well in the first quarter of 2021,
recording positive economic growth despite the ongoing Covid19 pandemic, the Bank of Guyana revealed in its quarterly
report released last month.
While specific figures were not available, the central bank
noted that Guyana is among the few Caribbean countries that
recorded positive growth in the first quarter.
“Economic performance in the Caribbean was very uneven
in the first quarter, with tourism-based economies performing worse than their commodity-based counterparts. Barbados
recorded output contraction of 19.8 percent, its fourth successive quarter of double-digit decline, largely due to its weakened
tourism sector,” the bank said in a statement.
It added, “However, Guyana recorded positive growth at the
end of the first quarter, primarily on account of oil production.

The other countries in the region are estimated to have recorded
declines as a result of the weaker investment climate, reduced
activities in the services sectors, as well as decline in trade.”
As it noted, the Guyanese economy withstood the fallout
from Covid-19, and other external shocks due to its growing
oil production. At the end of March, crude oil production had
increased to 11 million barrels.
Apart from oil production, mixed output performance was
recorded in the other major sectors, with the non-oil economy
recovering from the Covid-19’s impact. There was increased
production in the agriculture sector of rice, fish and shrimp,
sugar, eggs, and poultry, while the forestry subsector contracted.
According to a breakdown of the performances in the agriculture sector, rice output increased by 79.9 percent, fish and
shrimp by 9.2 percent, sugar by 0.5 percent, eggs by 0.4 percent,

and poultry by 0.1 percent.
According to the central bank, rice production soared notwithstanding adverse weather conditions experienced during
the first crop. Also, the fish and shrimp subsector performed
favourably despite challenges such as piracy and Covid-19.
Output increased in the sugar industry, which was attributed
to rehabilitative works done at the functioning estates, critical
investments in machinery, and high workers’ morale during the
first crop for 2021. However, the forestry subsector recorded a
12.3 percent decline in production for that period.
In the mining and quarrying sector, production of sand,
bauxite, stone, and gold were lower. The mining and quarrying
sector recorded lower output of sand, crushed stone, bauxite,
and gold, a contraction of 82.1 percent, 37.9 percent, 33.5 percent and 17.9 percent, respectively.

Dwarka Lakhan, BA, MBA, FCSI, FICB is a Member of
the Canadian Association of Journalists, and an accomplished
financial writer. His recently published book, Winning Ways,
Real World Strategies to Help You Reimagine Your Practice, is
available on Amazon and on winningways101.com. He can be
reached at dlakhan@rogers.com.

Oil production cushions economy as Guyana fares well in first quarter
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Dr Cheddi Jagan, the UN, and his fight for free elections
By Treb Narahcmar
country. Dr Jagan followed up his visit to Geneva by submitting
r Cheddi Jagan led a courageous fight for free and fair to the UN Commission on Human Rights a detailed petition
elections in Guyana for most of his life. Often, he was about the gross violations of human rights then taking place in
alone; throughout, he pursued non-violent approach- Guyana. He later published this petition as a monograph and
es. His victory in 1992 was a glorious one against the greatest circulated it widely.
odds. During his Presidency he was loved by all Guyanese as
To give an idea of the difficult circumstances in which Dr
the father of the nation, and Guyanese of
Jagan operated at the time, he wrote
all persuasions mourned his death when
to one author in a hand-written letter
he passed away. No other leader in Guyana
dated April 23, 1981: “I am sending this
was loved and respected as he was.
by express delivery through one of the
Dr Jagan was robbed of his electoral
Caribbean islands…. You can contact me
successes in 1953 and 1964, and had to
through Mr… in …. Georgetown.” Dr
endure 28 years of hardships between 1964
Jagan was under surveillance, as was his
and 1992 before his solitary quest led to
correspondence.
the restoration of democracy in 1992. He
In a postscript to his letter, he wrote,
was under surveillance throughout. His
“Incidentally, the PNC is making a
was a solitary quest and he placed great
big play over Venezuela’s claim to the
hopes in the United Nations to help restore
Essequibo region. No doubt, it wants to
free elections. He wrote frequently to the
make this the No 1 issue to overshadow
UN Secretary-General and made several
its violations at home and overseas.”
visits to the United Nations, where he met
Dr Jagan visited the UN Political
with senior officials pleading for UN and
Department in New York on several
international observers at the elections.
occasions, seeking UN observers at
In 1977, in the midst of the violence
Guyanese elections. He met, among othagainst striking workers on the sugar
ers, Francesc Vendrell, Director in charge
Cheddi Jagan
estates, Dr Jagan went to UN Headquarters
of Latin America. One of his concerns
in New York and presented a petition to the Head of the UN was that anti-democratic forces in Guyana might try to emulate
Human Rights department, Dr Theo van Boven. Dr Jagan was a military take-over of the government, as had happened in Fiji.
earnest and statesmanlike. His attachment to human rights was He asked one of his trusted contacts to study the Fiji experience
deep and lasting.
for him.
In a speech to the Inter-American Development Bank in
In a hand-written letter to one correspondent dated July 21,
1993, after he returned to office as President, he declared: “The 1991, Dr Jagan wrote: “Events are moving in our direction…
two UN covenants on Human Rights, emphasising civil and However many do not feel that the PNC will surrender power
political rights as well as economic, social and cultural rights willingly at a free and fair election, and is likely to plan and
must be our guiding stars. High levels of human development launch violence before, during, and after the election. Thus, our
are generally achieved within the framework of high levels of desire for additional observers, particularly UN, with a secuhuman freedom.”
rity component. Please see attached letter to the UN SecretaryIn 1979, Dr Jagan went to the United Nations Office in General. I shall be grateful for whatever help you can render.”
Geneva during the session of the UN Commission on Human
In a letter dated July 20, 1991 to the UN Secretary-General,
Rights. At the Commission, he made representations to world Dr Jagan stated: “In view of consistent fraudulent elections since
leaders about the lack of free and fair elections in Guyana, 1968, it is felt that the Observer Teams from the Carter Centre
and about gross violations of human rights taking place in the and the Commonwealth will not be able to cover adequately the

D

206 polling places in the extensive Interior area, and the 599
polling places in the coastal belt, as they would probably have
at most abut 100 observers. A representative of the Americas
Watch had suggested 1,800 poll-watchers. Consequently, it
is the view of the opposition political parties that the United
Nations, the Organisation of American States, and the European
Parliament should also be involved as observers.”
He added, “We are of the view also that security personal
should be included in the observer teams, as with the UN Team
for the 1990 Haitian elections, and the UN and Commonwealth
teams for the Namibian elections.”
Please picture, Dear Reader, how lonely the great doctor
would have been at this time as he led his solitary fight for free
and fair elections, and for human rights in Guyana. Dr Jagan’s
efforts would bear fruit with the dispatch to Guyana of UN and
other observers at the 1992 elections that brought him back to
power after 28 years of being cheated out of office.
We have written the above for the historical record. We have
seen, and have copies of the original handwritten letters from Dr
Jagan, and other materials.
The doctor believed in the mission of the United Nations, and
when he became President, he launched an initiative at the UN
calling for a New Human Order. He was passionately attached
to the dignity, equality, and human rights of every person. He
believed deeply in working class unity across racial lines.
In an Address to the Nation on October 26, 1992 he stated:
“Racial/ethnic prejudice, hatred and incitement to violence mar
the world scene today. To allay fears of racial/ethnic insecurity
we propose, after consultations, to set up a Commission on
Racial/Ethnic Equality. The United Nations has agreed to provide funding for this Commission.”
Additionally, “We are working out a comprehensive programme to bring about racial/ethnic amity and cooperation.
Our education system will be geared to break down prejudices
and stereotypes, and to provide opportunities for everyone to
acquire qualifications for jobs.”
In an Address on January 24, 1993 marking the 140th anniversary of the arrival of Chinese Immigrants to Guyana he
stated: “In this multi-racial society, Tolerance, Justice and Fair
Play, Affirmative Action, and Respect for Each Other are the
values that will allow us to address this issue competently.”
His statesmanship has had no equal in the history of Guyana.
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Caribbean cruise finds subdued Indo presence in Grenada
By Martin Latchana
Grenada), and George Brizan. Dr Ron Sookram’s research, the
he Caribbean cruise is etched in my mind that the
most scholarly and precise, deals with the history of Indians
“Family Boys” took in July 1995. Sailing from Aruba,
on the island, including “the inability to maintain traditional
we were dazzled by that island; then came Curacao,
culture”. I highly recommend all of these.
Barbados, Grenada, and St Lucia. Awed by the beauty of the
Indians in Grenada are often mentioned as having the
latter two islands, I soon returned, twice, to St Lucia; however,
highest rate of union with Africans in the Caribbean, and
I had sailed away from Grenada in
have assimilated or even “dissipated”,
the sunset. I may return, come postaccording to one researcher. Many
Covid-19 in 2022; here’s hoping.
Indo-Grenadians have assumed Anglo
On the dock in Grenada, passengers
last names, and the vast majority
were greeted by a three-person
were converted to Presbyterianism
steelband trying hard to hit a high note.
and Catholicism. And yes, there is no
The sketch I purchased from a nearby
active Indo-Grenadian identity, but
artist hit a higher note for rendition,
Indian-origin foods still exist: roti,
and hangs in my study.
curry, and the ubiquitous doubles.
Being aware at the time that Indians
Recently, I discovered a rare posting
are the largest minority in Grenada, I
on Indo-Grenadians, and contacted
only recall meeting two inhabitants,
its author, Anna Levi. I located her in
both proprietors of a gift shop located
Trinidad, where she was born in 1984.
on the horseshoe-shaped harbour. The
Fascinating, articulate, and
bottle of Grenadian rum I acquired at
passionate, a citizen of both Trinidad
that business remains sealed, relegated
and Tobago and Grenada, her mother
to the back of my liquor cabinet,
Monica De Silva, born to an Indian
overshadowed by El Dorado, and
mother (Elizabeth De Silva), and
Composite shows Monica De Silva,
Havana Club bottles.
a Portuguese father (with roots in
Anna’s mom (l), grandmother
The fragrance of nutmeg and other
Madeira), arrived in Trinidad from
Elizabeth De Silva, & Anna Levi
spices permeated, following us as we
Grenada at age 25, almost 45 years ago.
explored the island, including Grand Etang Lake, and Grand
Levi attended temples, weddings, pujas, and mosques as
Anse Beach. Remarkably, at Grand Anse, a confrontation
a child, encouraged by her mother, and never dissuaded by
between two speedboat operators over passengers escalated
her father, an Afro-Trinidadian and a Spiritual Baptist. Never
into bloody fisticuffs, the altercation seeing both parties rolling forced to choose an ethnic identity, she sees herself as multion the ground and perilously close to the water’s edge, where
cultural and multi-ethnic, but strongly in tune with a fully
the ocean was certain to rub its salt into their wounds.
embraced Indo-Trinidadian identity and culture. She says,
St Vincent, St Lucia, Grenada, and St Kitts received far
“Trinidad gave me all my ethnicity and national identity.”
lower numbers of Indentured labourers than the rest of the
The mother of two young children whose father is white
Caribbean. On May 1, 1857, the first ship the Maidstone
British, Levi teaches creative writing, and is completing a
arrived from Calcutta. The mortality rate for that journey
Master of Arts degree at The University of the West Indies.
was shockingly high, with 279 of the 375 Indentured Indians
At age 15, she first visited Grenada, drawn there by her
surviving the trip; sadly, 96 of the deceased were buried at sea.
mother’s and grandmother’s nodal linkages; before Covid-19
In total, 3,200 Indians arrived during Indentureship. In my
came along, she travelled there regularly.
library are works by Beverley Steele (East Indian Indenture
One of her more poignant anecdotes is about meeting
and the work of the Presbyterian Church among the Indians in an Indo-Grenadian woman during a visit to Grenada. The
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stranger was curious about a picture of Lord Shiva that Levi
carried, and declared, “I am Indian, but I have lost my identity,
and know nothing of my culture. I only look Indian.”
Levi’s first novel was the well-received Madinah Girl (2016);
it won Special Mention in the 2016 Bocas Literary Awards
Competition. Goodreads notes “the book introduces the female
character Maria as an acutely intelligent but disturbed midteenager…” The Florida Review says, “Levi’s narrative style is
both lyrical and rude, combining a Caribbean realist literary
tradition with the creole nation language spoken in the streets
and rumshops of Trinidad.”
Levi was also recognised by T&T literary icon Earl Lovelace
for taking readers into the “bruising, multi-religious, multiethnic churnings in the underbelly of Trinidad”.
Years earlier, I had gathered that Indo-Grenadians Kenny
Lalsingh and Lynden Ramdhanny were politicians on the
island, but I also gleaned from Levi that the former AttorneyGeneral of Grenada is Guyanese-born Darshan Ramdhani,
QC, and possessing a remarkable résumé.
As per the anglicised surname changes in Grenada, Levi
stated, “For instance, in Hermitage the Jagoo family changed to
Degale, and the Mahadai family to Thomas… but there are last
names such as Japal, Nyack, Ramdhanny, Mahon, Paysadee,
Panchoo, Budhlall, Narine, Natoo, Lalsingh, Lalbeharisingh,
Seunarayan, and Nancoo”.
It has been difficult to procure the statistical data of IndoGrenadians (including mixed races) given that the population
percentages range from two to 11 percent. There are also
immigrants direct from India and Guyana, and a smaller
number arriving from Trinidad and Tobago. Moreover, there
are resident students from the Indian diaspora at St George’s
Medical School.
Currently, there is an Indo-Grenadian Heritage Foundation
managed by Shadel Nyack Compton, the Managing Director
of Belmont Estate. From an official government publication,
I note the following: “[On] 29 April 2009, the Government
of Grenada declared that the 1st of May would officially be
designated as Indian Arrival Day and observed annually
alongside the existing Labour Day. The date was already a
public holiday in Grenada, on account of Labour Day.”
Prior to 2009, the last commemoration was in 1957, 100
years after the arrival of the first ship, the Maidstone.
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GUYANA DIASPORA CONFERENCE

Govt must keep diaspora momentum going
By Jerry Jailall
he government of Guyana’s recent inaugural Diaspora
Conference under the administration of President Irfaan
Ali is probably the best effort of any administration to
reach out to Guyanese in the diaspora. The presence and message by Ali, Vice President Bharrat Jagdeo, several ministers and
top government officials signal a strong intent that the government is serious about ongoing engagement with the diaspora.
It must now keep the momentum going, and not disappoint
the diverse group of 500+ people who attended the May 22 online event.
What does the Guyana diaspora want? To
start with, the Guyana Diaspora Project Unit
needs strong, experienced, competent people
who can run an updated website and office
through which people can contact the Unit.
Follow the example of Dr Vindhya Persaud’s
Ministry of Human Services and set up some
WhatsApp phone numbers across government
agencies to make communication easy.
Also, provide emails for specific key people
since the general mailbox seems to be a dead
Jerry
end, and no one replies. This is a general prob-
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lem in the government. Then there are cases where people who
physically traveled to Guyana were unable to get appointments
to see key officials. Before the elections, government ministers
were deliriously accessible, and would call you back speedily.
After they get in power, they change their telephone numbers
and become inaccessible. So, what is one to do if he or she calls
the general number, or sends an email, and receives no response?
Whom do we call next? This has been a recurring problem in the
past that alienates the diaspora, and consequently, Guyana loses.
Let’s fix this!
Many in the diaspora have lamented the sloth and unresponsiveness of Guyana government agencies in the past, even when
you want to do voluntary projects in education and health, for
instance. You want to help the country; you have ideas, and
want somebody in the government to listen to you. You have
equipment, materials, and resources to bring into Guyana, and
ministry folks simply would not respond to you to make an
appointment.
The Ministry of Education seems to be notorious for its nonresponses. Also, I have heard the same about the Ministry of

Health.
It means the Diaspora Unit must have some brokering function to connect the diaspora with government agencies, and
cause things to move quickly, efficiently, and with sensitivity to
time. We need an extreme customer service orientation in which
“quick response” is an organisational value that drives the work
of the unit and all government agencies. If someone called, and
left a message, or contacted you by email, call them back ASAP.
And keep following up until the person’s project is successful, or
the need is met.
If ministries are unresponsive, whom do
we call? Can there be a mechanism where we
can contact the Office of the President, or the
minister?
Many persons in our diaspora have been
disillusioned, and “burned” by past experiences, which now makes it easy for them to
be skeptical about the Guyana government’s
intention to engage.
The diaspora does not like the notion of
“pay to play”; but “having lines” as in the
Burnham days, is still quite alive in Guyana
Jailall
today if you want things to move quickly.
Some people in government agencies like their “tithes and
offerings” to keep your paperwork and approvals moving. The
diaspora will not put up with that.
So, as we move forward, the government must shatter these
mindsets of corruption, and create open transparent systems of
efficiency and customer service.
Also, there are many Guyanese who have not returned home
to visit, as there are concerns about safety and security. VicePresident Jagdeo’s recent revelations that the government would
install more cameras, and implement enhanced security measures are welcome news.
I am optimistic that administration of President Ali would
accomplish much success as it rolls out a robust diaspora
engagement plan.
Dr Jerry Jailall is an Education Consultant in the North
Carolina Department of Public Instruction in the US. He holds
five degrees and several certifications, is an author, and has served
in education in Guyana, the Bahamas, the US, and UAE. He has
taught at three universities.

Ali: Integrate diaspora in Guyana’s future
Georgetown – The diaspora must be integrated into Guyana’s
developmental planning efforts to leverage acquired knowledge,
skills, resources, and unique view of the global environment,
President Irfaan Ali said last month. He added such diasporic
intervention is needed now as Guyana begins working on both
its transformative agenda, and to improve the lives and livelihoods of all Guyanese.
At the time, Ali was delivering the keynote address
at the inaugural diaspora
conference, which was held
online May 22.
During his address, Ali
acknowledged that over the
decades the diaspora has
remained integral in Guyana’s
development. He also made
specific mention of the value
of income that arrived from
abroad as remittances.
Said Ali: “Indeed, during very difficult times, it is
remittances and the contribution of the diaspora that
saw many Guyanese breaking
the barriers of extreme poverty. It is the remittances of Ali & VP Jagdeo at the top;
Guyanese in the diaspora that contributed significantly to the
eradication of many social problems. It is your commitment over
the years that have helped us during many difficult times.”
Speaking directly to the more than 500 Guyanese gathered
online for the conference, and beyond, Ali added, “Your role in
securing our democratic values, your role in securing the rule
of law cannot go understated. I want to take this opportunity
to thank all of you sincerely for your interest, your time, your
dedication and your commitment.”
As Ali noted, it has now come to a time when the diaspora
must be engaged so that its members can aid in advancement
of Guyana’s development efforts. Such was the objective of the
diaspora conference, he stated, noting it was aimed at outlining
the government’s development plans, and revealing possibilities
for diasporic investment and engagement. At the same time, Ali
said the conference was aimed at garnering feedback from the
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Guyanese abroad on how suitable, sustainable partnerships can
be forged.
“We have to get this right from the start. We have to ensure
that we are on the same page,” he said.
In his keynote address, Ali outlined five areas on which
Guyana’s development is premised. These were integration,
identity, investment, influence, and information, he
said, declaring there is scope
in each area for diasporic
inclusion.
Said Ali: “As we navigate
into the future, we would like
the hands of the diaspora to
be a key element in the new
Guyana that would bring with
it great opportunities and
great prosperity.”
He added, “But more
important than the prosperity is that the diaspora has
engaged in a different environment globally, and we
expect you to be part of the
solution, and not part of the
problem.”
a breakout session above
Ali revealed that Guyana
plans to pursue a number of avenues to advance development,
noting that while the nation is positioned to accumulate significant revenues from oil and gas, the focus would not be confined
only to that burgeoning sector.
According to Ali, the other areas of focus would include the
agricultural sector, environmental stewardship, ecotourism,
logistics, value-added industries, and industrial development.
He also underscored that Guyana is hoping to become the
focal point for energy, transport and logistics through creation
of an energy mix, and by positioning itself as a hub for transport
into the northern states of Brazil, Suriname, and French Guiana.
Plans are also underway to make Guyana the regional leader in
food sustainability, production, and a net exporter, he said.
“The excitement is not only about oil and gas. Yes, oil and gas
will give us a massive push, but we are planning much, much
bigger than oil and gas,” Ali said.

Ashni Singh
“I would like to thank the diaspora… for a long history of
demonstrated engagement with Guyana, and with affairs in
Guyana… Even those members of our diaspora who have been
away for decades still relate to Guyana; many, many of you,
thousands of you, still regard Guyana as home… When you refer
to home, you still consider home to be Guyana. You still follow
developments closely in Guyana; you still wake up in the morning
and check Guyana newspapers and Guyana news; you still offer
commentary on important issues that are of public and general
importance. You still yearn for the days when you will retire and
return home to Guyana; and for that strong sense of belonging,
strong attachment, and strong commitment to Guyana, your
home, we thank you…” — Dr Ashni Singh

Singh: Opportunities for
diaspora in every sector

Georgetown – There are opportunities for the diaspora to
invest in every sector of economic activity in Guyana, Senior
Minister within the Office of the President with responsibility
for Finance, Dr Ashni Singh said last month. He added that
such potential for diasporic intervention is now available with
Guyana undergoing a period of transformation prompted by
burgeoning oil and gas finds offshore.
As the Guyana Chronicle reported last week, Singh made the
statement while addressing one of the breakout sessions during
the inaugural virtual diaspora engagement conference that took
place online on May 22. The event attracted over 500 international participants.
Said Singh: “We recognise the paramount importance of
ensuring there is a large, strong, competitive, growing non-oil
economy, and our government is placing a lot of emphasis not
only on oil and gas, and facilitating what is happening in [that
sector], but [it] is placing tremendous emphasis on ensuring
we put in place the conditions that would be conducive to, and
facilitative of, a strong and vibrantly growly non-oil economy.”
He explained that this focus on development in the nonoil economy is being driven by the government of Guyana
recognising the experiences that nations had with incipient and
escalating growth in its oil and gas sector, and then succumbed
to what is now described as ‘Dutch Disease’.
According to the Trinidad and Tobago economist and
scholar, Dr Roger Hosein, ‘Dutch Disease’ is the relationship
between the increase in economic development of a specific sector, such as oil and gas, and an accompanying decline in other
sectors of its economy.
Consequently, Singh said the government was focused on
ensuring that Guyana’s non-oil economy remains competitive.
What this meant was there exists in the homeland many investment opportunities for Guyanese who are now living abroad.
Said Singh: “We see agriculture, agro-processing, and
agribusiness as an extremely important source of growth in the
economy; an important sector in which we anticipate significant
investment, and from which we expect significant growth in the
non-oil sector.”
He also noted that the tourism and hospitality sectors, and
its closely aligned sectors, as well as the transport, communications, and logistics sectors, are areas with wide potential for
development.
He also noted there was potential in value-added manufacturing, indicating that the government aims to provide cheap
and reliable energy, which has been a major impediment to the
advancement of the manufacturing sector.
While reiterating the government’s commitment to these
sectors, Singh reaffirmed the Guyana government’s intention to
ensure diasporic participation at all levels of the nation’s unfolding potential, saying: “In literally every sector of economic activity, there are opportunities for investment, and opportunities
for growth; also, at a governmental level, we are prioritising and
emphasising the importance of growth in the non-oil sector.”
He called on the diaspora to invest its resources in Guyana,
even as he underscored that the homeland was now on the
threshold for the transformation that has been talked about for
decades.
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A section of the Planning Committee whose indefatigable efforts brought the event together

Assemblywoman Jennifer Rajkumar said she was
proud of Little Guyana Avenue

Guyana's Foreign Secretary, Robert Persaud,
brought greetings from President Irfaan Ali

Terry Gajraj had the hands in the air, including NY
Mayor de Blasio’s, at far right, back

Vijay Ramjattan, originally from Trinidad & Tobago,
joined the celebration
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Little Guyana Avenue marks
growing New York footprint
From Page 1
South-East Queens. Unofficial estimates say that there are at
least 300,000 Guyanese in the New York Metropolitan and triState areas.”
He added, “Liberty Avenue is more than symbolic. It encapsulates the dreams and aspirations of the immigrants.”
In his address, de Blasio said he was proud of what the
Guyanese community had accomplished in New York.
“I am not just Mayor of New York City; I am Mayor of the
largest Guyanese community outside of Guyana, and I am
proud of that because this community has done so much,” he
said. He also commended the Guyanese community for “contributing to the leadership in New York City in a very big way”.
For the festive occasion, de Blasio engaged in the celebratory
atmosphere by wearing a face mask decorated with the colours
of the Guyana flag, saying, “I thought I’d throw on a mask today;
something high-fashioned.”
During his address, de Blasio commented on the historic texture of the moment, saying “Guyana has not only done a lot for
New York City, but represents people of different backgrounds
and ethnicities coming together as one… We celebrate something powerful here”.
He added, “A community so worthy of respect, of appreciation… is finally being seen, finally being understood, finally
being acknowledged… This is your day for all you’ve done for
this city and nation!”
De Blasio also thanked the community for “everything you
do for New York City”, adding, “I thank you for bringing the
culture, the joy, the music, the rotis, the curries, the pepperpot”
to New York.
The pulsating beat of tassa drumming led the way to the
official unveiling, with officials following the drummers from
the Leo F. Kearns Parking Lot where the ceremony took place.
Following the rhythm to Little Guyana Avenue were de Blasio;
Councilwoman Adrienne Adams; District Leader, Richard
David; Congressman Gregory Meeks and other officials from
the Mayor’s office; as well as Guyana’s Foreign Secretary, Robert
Persaud, Minister in the Office of the Prime Minister, Kwame
McCoy, and all the attendees.
In her address, Councilwoman Adams noted it was an historic day, while officially acknowledging the achievements of
the Guyanese-American community. The co-naming of Liberty
Avenue was made possible after she voted to approve the legislation in December 2020.
Adams also evidenced her “proud” linkage to Guyana, saying she is the “daughter-in-law of Julius Ignatius Adams of
Georgetown, Guyana”.
Guyana’s Foreign Secretary Persaud conveyed greetings from
Guyana’s President Irfaan Ali, saying his government noted the
momentous occasion with pride, and that Little Guyana Avenue
was mainstream recognition of the contributions being made to
New York by the diaspora. (Photos: Dhanpaul Narine)

Congressman Meeks (l-r), IDC’s Ashook Ramsarran,
& Queens Borough President, Donovan Richards

Son Son Sonipersaud entertained the crowd with a
popular ‘Rafi’ rendition

Samaya Naraine, Melissa Deoki, Ariana Narine &
Ambika Chandra sang both national anthems

Aminta Kilawan-Narine from South Queens Women’s
March lauded the pioneers in Little Guyana

Caribbean Equality Project’s Mohamed Q. Amin
called for tolerance & respect in the community
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Co-naming Little Guyana Avenue: Let us remember the pioneers
By Dhanpaul Narine
permanent fixtures. Dr George
hairpersons,
Jhagroo is the first Guyanese
elected officials,
doctor on the Avenue, followed
Councilwoman
closely by Dr Philip Baldeo and
for District 28, Adrienne
Sangha Optical.
Adams, and friends.
The first West Indian store
Let’s hear it for our
on Liberty is J and B and they
Councilwoman please.
are still around. The store
Councilwoman Adams,
was established 44 years ago,
we admire you and
and Uncle Eddie and Auntie
First Caribbean store on
appreciate you, thanks
Joyce look just as young. Their
Liberty Avenue, J & B,
for making this possible.
son, Michael Jarbandhan, is
opened in 1977 by Uncle
Thanks also to District
a stalwart. Derek and Joan
Tilokie Depoo, from the East Indian
Pioneers Ramesh D. Kallicharran with
Eddie & Aunty Joyce. In
Leader Richard David,
Baijnauth opened one of the
Diaspora, was the first in 1992 to run
the inimitable Gora Singh & Pritha
photo, Aunty Joyce is with
the New York City
first sari stores, and across the
for political office, Assembly Seat 31
Singh
son Michael Jarbandhan
Council and our Mayor,
street is Tony Yassin from Spice
the Hon Bill de Blasio, and a certain person who is his Senior
World, and Basil Persaud from Persaud Hardware. We salute
Shanta Flowers for her generosity, to Shivram’s Bakery for
Liaison Officer, Rohan Narine, one of our own, and he can’t do their donation, and to Elcock Funeral Home for their service.
Indira Mohamed from SJI Bridals as well. As we get closer
anything without his lovely Aminta!
to Liberty, we recognise Bena’s Home Care, and Ravo from
Thanks to Hansa Engineering, and across the street is the
Here is a quick Guyanese history: First there were the
Cheddi Jagan Center at 129 Street, where Vishnu Mahadeo and Kaieteur Express, and the Cane Juice Man, Somere Singh at
Amerindians. Berlinda is here to represent the native Indians.
120th Street.
Harry Dukhram played a major role.
Then came the slaves from Africa, the East Indians Indentured
We must not forget the ‘A’ train and the library across the
My good friends Chuck Mohan, Mel Carpen, and Arjune
servants from India, and the Chinese and Portuguese. When
street. We thank Michael Kearns for lending us this space.
Karshan worked hard for a democratic Guyana. Let me also
you add all of them, you get a mosaic, a cook-up rice society.
They have been around since 1900. Across the street is Tropical
recognise Tilokie Depoo, who ran the first local political
Bad politics at home drove us to other countries. We arrived
Isle and Dave West Indian has been serving this community
campaign in 1992. We acknowledge Rueben Khusial, Uncle
in a trickle in America in the 1960s. It quickly became a flood
for the longest, as is Little Guyana Bake Shop. Thanks to
Joe Kanhai, Harry Bissoon, Mohabeer Records, Ramesh
in the next two decades. We brought our culture to New York:
Dr Devicka Persaud, Dr Suresh Sugrim, the indomitable Dr
Kalicharran, Ray Sundar, Dr Tara Singh, Dr Vishnu Bisram,
religion, foods, fashion, thrift, and that pointer broom to
Kamini Doobay, and only last week, Dr Dishaw Holiprasad
Dr Terrence Blackman, James Richmond, Roy Dhanraj Singh,
sweep our front yard clean!
graduated with her MD.
Herman Singh, Gora Singh, Naro Balli, Eshri Singh, Hazi
Many of us went to various parts of New York, and some
Liberty Avenue is a gastronomic delight, with Sybils,
Zakir, Clyfee Madho, Rosanna Beaumont, school principal,
came to an enclave called Richmond Hill, in South-East
Bamboo Gardens, Singh’s Roti Shop, Shivram’s Bakery,
Neil Ganesh, Ravi Dev, Vassan Ramracha, Mohamed Hack,
Queens. It is here where the majority of Guyanese would
Bakewell, Bigwell, Three Sisters, GT Kingston, three Tropical
Mike Persaud, Albert Baldeo, Dr Gary Girdhari, Amit
reside, and where the term ‘Little Guyana’ would be coined.
Jades, Hack’s Halall, Kaieteur Express, Trini Delite, and several
Parasnath, Roshan Ali Ahmad, Farouk Juman, Shamela
Here is some more history: York College has been educating us Karrim, Lake Persaud, Jas Persaud, Buddy Singh, Seeta Panday, others.
for many years, while the United Pentecostal Church added to
Finally, we salute the business community, the religious
Pat Longford, Dr Dolly Hassan of pro-bono fame, and others.
the culture. The first Guyanese attorney was Indar Singh, and
institutions, the students, and their parents, the schools,
We want to thank our friends from Trinidad and Tobago,
a few steps away is Six Stars Auto, Uncle Ron Singh, his son
the NYPD with members from our own community. Chief
Suriname, India, Barbados, Jamaica, and the beautiful US.
Greg, daughter Lisa, and Rodney, people with a good heart.
McPherson, Inspector Deodat Urpersaud, Captain Ralph
Little Trinidad Ave and Little Suriname Ave are coming soon.
At the confluence of three streets, you smell the food
Clement, Officer Khyume Khan, Officer Mark Holder, Officer
Three of Cheddi Jagan’s grandchildren are on Liberty
before you behold the man. It is Sybils. Take a bow Cookie.
Anand Narayan, the NYPD Desi Society, and GALEA, and we
Avenue, Cheddi Jr., and Vrinda are attorneys, and Avasa is
On the left is the Arya Spiritual Center Ground, the home
single out Detective Randolph Holder who paid the ultimate
a dentist. The Eglesia Pentecostal is around a long time as is
of our Parades, Motorcades, and Ramayana in the Park, and
price to keep us safe. His father is with us today.
the Shri Lakshmi Narayan Mandir and the Masjid-al-Abidin.
soon to be Pandit Ramlall Way on June 27, 2021. Thanks to
Now let’s sing, Born in the Land of the Mighty Roraima.
Attorney Kawal Totaram and Balwant Persaud have been
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INDIAN ARRIVAL DAY: T&T

Geeta displays her dexterity with the belna

Roasting the last tomato to perfection in the chulha

Keeping the embers lively to saykay the roti

of bamboos for a background, Jahaaji Mai’s story-telling
persona was richly enabled by artifacts of the time: her
chulha fueled with a wood fire, while dexterously deploying
cooking versatility with the rolling pin or belna, and grinding
spices with the round, water-shaped stone, the lorha, on the
foundational flat rock, called the sil.
Ably assisted by Geeta with the finishing, Chhunkay, and
a final thumbs-up approval during taste-testing, Jahaaji Mai
fashioned a feast of chokhas in the old-fashioned, mouthwatering way: first, the baigan, followed by an enamel bowl of
visually delicious tomato chokha.
The accompaniment to this repast of spicy chokhas was
a stack of saada rotis, cooked on a hot taawa, and saykay’d
among the embers inside the chulha for that authentic taste.
As Geeta noted, the Kendra’s move to feature Jahaaji Mai
for its Indian Arrival Day 2021 presentation was borne on
the group’s commitment to keeping alive the traditions, and

to take the legacy forward brought to Trinidad by the shipcompanions, or Jihaajis, and preserved by our persevering
Indentured ancestors.
“Pavitra has that natural flair to do traditional storytelling,” Geeta said. She also noted that the Jahaaji Mai’s
persona has seen successful performances at past Indian
Arrival Day events in schools in Trinidad. Geeta added that
Jahaaji Mai’s intervention as a keeper of the traditions is as
authentic as her lohra and sil, which are “family heirlooms”
that have been passed down by Pavitra’s ancestors.
“What we are striving to do is to keep the values of long
ago alive,” Geeta said.
“Using an artifact or two, and the traditional language,
Jahaaji Mai performs the narrative visually and phonetically.
Her story-telling is quite interactive; we belong to a
tradition that was built on stories,” she said.
View the Kendra’s Youtube presentation here.

Kendra’s Indian Arrival Day celebration a feast of Chokhas

I

t was a veritable and visual feast for the eyes when
the Hindu Prachaar Kendra in Trinidad and Tobago
celebrated Indian Arrival Day online on May 30.
Yet again for a second year physical celebrations of the
event were restricted due to Covid-19 regulations, Kendra
President Geeta Vahini told Indo-Caribbean World.
At this time, Trinidad and Tobago is battling rising
Covid-19 numbers, with the country tightly bound in a
lockdown that is being reinforced with a national State of
Emergency and an overnight curfew.
While adhering to Covid-19 regulations, Geeta said the
Kendra produced a virtual event that included the wellreceived pièce de résistance, a theatrical re-enactment of
a matriarch, played by Pavitra Jaimungal, fondly known
as Jahaaji Mai, totally in charge of her traditional kitchen.
For her re-enactment of the energy and production in
the outdoor kitchen, against the ambiance of a grove

(Photos courtesy the Hindu Prachaar Kendra)

Jahaaji Mai diligently at work with the lohra & sil

A repast of baigan & tomato chokhas

Garlic-infused oil ready to chhunkay

Request to diaspora: Reach out to India, T&T

T&T Consul General Tracey Ramsubagh-Mannette

From Page 1
Said Teelucksingh: “The Indo-Trinidadian and IndoCaribbean must be proud of their heritage, culture, and identity.
When you celebrate your uniqueness, it does not mean believing you are superior, or better than other ethnic minorities.”
Teelucksingh then declared, “I want to encourage your
organisation to construct a special museum in Canada to preserve our Caribbean heritage. We need our historical space in
Canada. I have been to the Royal Ontario Museum, and realised
there is an absence of our Caribbean heritage.”
Additionally, “If you do decide to create this institution, then
it will be the first Caribbean museum in the world; but more
importantly, it will ensure your children, and future generations,
appreciate the sacrifices of our ancestors and your achievements
in Canada. Many of you possess heirlooms, postcards, clothes,
photographs that represent our Caribbean heritage. Even your
oral history will be lost in the next 20 to 30 years. This is the
reason for a special Caribbean museum.”

Feeroza & Rasheed Sultan-Khan

T&T’s Shiv Shakti dance group

A section of the 50 Plus & Seniors in attendance
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Teelucksingh
also
appealed to the diaspora
to look beyond Canada,
reminding listeners that
while “we are far away from
Mother India …we must try
and help India, and other
countries that suffer from
natural disasters and other
unfortunate events”.
Speaking to the crisis
being faced by India, and
to the need for reaching out
with assistance, he said: “A
few of you would have made
a trip to India – maybe to
Jerome Teelucksingh
connect with your ‘roots’; for leisure; or to meet a swami or
guru. Earlier this month the world was shocked to see the
impact of the pandemic on India.”
He also called attention to the homeland, saying, “There are
many citizens in Trinidad and Tobago who are suffering in conditions similar to slavery and Indentureship. I want to challenge
you: give more assistance to Trinidad and Tobago.”
He added, “We are part of the global village; let us live peacefully, and let us help humanity.”
The event also saw the reading of greetings from Canada’s
Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau; from the Mayor of Toronto,
John Tory; and from the Prime Minister of Trinidad and
Tobago, Dr Keith Rowley.
The Ontario Chapter of the Trinidad and Tobago 50 Plus and
Seniors Association of Canada was founded in 1992 by Rasheed
Sultan-Khan. According to the group’s website, it seeks to promote assistance, information, social and sporting activities to
seniors and 50-plus within the Trinidad & Tobago communities in Canada, and to encourage tolerance, training, education
and understanding through active participation in constructive
projects.
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Understanding pandemics via writings of Acharya Charaka
By Haimnauth Ramkirath
individual (micro) and societal (macro) levels.
e are all hoping that this global scourge brought by
Dharma begins when we are consciously driven
the Covid-19 virus will end soon with the timely
to thoughts and actions, which conform to a higher
intervention of science, and appropriate human
impulse in our being, and when that impulse is
awareness and behaviour. Now more than ever we must realise
recognised or felt in unending waves of radiance
that we are one global family, and if we are not mindful and
and beauty from the simplest to the most complex
responsive to the pains and cries of our brothers and sisters in
manifestations in the universe. Maharishi Patanjali
far-flung lands, then the flames that are raging in India and
in the Yoga Sutras outlined the preliminary stages
Brazil may leap into our own backyard.
for the awakening of this impulse by
But even as we eagerly await the return of
the practice of yamas and niyamas,
normalcy and the expression of our natural
restraints and observances for
exuberance and freedom, it is pertinent
individual uplift and awareness,
to ponder on the role of human conduct
and for conducive social action and
and behaviour (not from a narrow point
social order.
of view, but from the perspective of the
Adharmic tendencies arise when,
overall thrust of humanity’s overpowering,
individually and collectively, there
insatiable appetite for excessive selfis no higher impulse or motivation,
gratification, with callous disregard for
but just the raw, unbridled urge
Mother Earth and our fellow beings) as the
to exploit, dominate, gratify,
prime causative factor in the emergence and
accumulate, “bend the rules”, and
the spread of epidemic and pandemics.
distort and twist the human mind
The great Vedic Acharya Charaka is
and heart to become impervious to
recognised as the father of medicine and
natural, wholesome, and humane
Ayurveda. He composed a wonderful
and enlightened promptings.
Haimnauth Ramkirath
text called Charak Samhita, in which
Diametrically opposed to this
he discussed all branches of medicine, and also surgical
ugly urge is that higher impulse to human growth
interventions. He also discussed epidemics and pandemics.
and flowering, which is beautifully addressed in the
I was intrigued by his analysis that the root cause of
Upanishads by the concept of Ritam. This is a very
epidemics is humanity’s unrighteousness – Adharma. He
difficult concept to explain. It is the overarching
declared, “Thus, this unrighteousness by force makes the
concept that underlines everything, and all beings (human
righteousness disappear …and then communities are soon
and divine) are subordinate to it. At a simplistic level it can be
deserted even by the deities. Then epidemics break due to
taken to mean the physical and moral order of the universe by
polluted contacts.”
which the sun traverses its daily journey across the sky, and the
I never saw so forcefully expressed a direct linkage between
seasons proceed in regular movements.
epidemics and Adharma. Adharma, of course, is the converse
Both at the individual and societal levels, this principle of
of Dharma. And Dharma in this sense is not to be equated
Ritam must never be violated, even if done unconsciously or
with religion, belief, tradition, or mere dogma or conjecture. It
unintentionally. Life is meaningless, and but a sham when
is the principle of truth that is universally evident irrespective
we violate Ritam. The unbelievable deaths, pains, sufferings,
of time, place, or circumstance. Beliefs and dogmas are limited
and the global economic, social, and psychological traumas
and flawed; Dharma is universal, unlimited, and flawless.
brought by the Covid-19 virus are all consequences of the
According to Charak, the virus itself is a necessary factor,
violation of this principle of Ritam. When adharmic tendencies
but not a sufficient factor. It can only bring about the dreaded
rise to the level of a tsunami, then the raging tidal waves will
fruit in a soiled condition/atmosphere. That soiled atmosphere devour both the innocent and the malevolent.
is created by the force of time when the rampant adharmic
Charak emphasised that, individually and collectively, we
tendencies have reached a certain vibrational level, at both the
should live in harmony with ourselves, and with nature and
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Acharya Charaka
its beings. He wrote: “One should behave like kith and kin to
all living beings. When one thinks of himself spread in the
universe and vice versa and has the vision of the great and the
small, his serenity based on knowledge is not affected.”
When we realise the intimacy of self with the Universe, we
become citizens of our Mother Earth with deep respect for
the natural environment and fellow beings with whom this
wonderful Earth is to be shared.
Haimnauth Ramkirath was born in Guyana, & is the author
of For A Troubled World, Rhythms of Ease & Wonder, At
Ease Like The Blooming Lotus, & Unsung Verses. As a poet
his themes focus on a love for nature & life in its complexity,
mystery, & glory. He moved to the US in 1991 after close to a
decade of teaching in Guyana. He practices meditation, yoga,
& Ayurvedic healing, is a motivational speaker, & a vigorous
campaigner for social justice & equality.

My father survived with ‘nerves of steel’ & ‘iron lungs’

A

s I look back on my back pages, I see the present
repeating the past in several respects. The sacrifices
that my parents made cannot be forgotten. My father,
Charles Orlando Heydorn, born in 1910 in British Guiana, lost
his own father when he was still a young boy. My grandfather
had immigrated to the US and died in New York in his first
winter there in 1917 with what was thought to be pneumonia.
It was more likely the “Spanish flu”, the global pandemic that
swept through the world at that time killing millions. We see
the likes of it today in Covid-19.
My father went on to survive diphtheria,
malaria, and other tropical diseases. His
Bernard
mother struggled to bring up three children
Heydorn
alone, in poverty, in British Guiana. Taken
out of school at a young age, he went to
work as a clerk at J.E. Strickland and Co.,
a British-owned hardware store on Water
Street in Georgetown. His salary was $4 a week. When he got
married a number of years afterwards, it had increased to $6 a
week. He familiarised himself with a variety of items in his job,
including the sale of paints, pitch, tools, pumps, guns, and last
but not least, asbestos!
This British store, like others on Water Street like Bookers
and Fogarty’s, exploited workers for many decades in colonial
British Guiana. Pension was virtually unknown. You could be
fired almost on the spot, and asked to take your hat and leave.
My father admonished his children to avoid working “behind
a shop counter” on Water Street, or anywhere else, (unless
perhaps you owned the shop). He “preached” that we should
always strive for a good education. He led by example by
studying until the age of 50, qualifying as an Associate in the
Royal Society of Health in Meat and Food Inspection.
He survived the Great Depression of the 1930’s, World Wars
I and II, the civil disturbances in British Guiana leading up to
Independence, and poverty hanging over our family of nine,
like a constant, dark cloud. Seven of those years were spent
in the “bush town” of New Amsterdam, where I grew up in
the 1950’s. He never had a bank account in those days, never
owned “a roof over his head”, never owned a proper motor car,
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nor even a new bicycle.
towns, and in the interior of my Guyana El Dorado. Classism
He said all he had was his seven children, whom he would
and racism seem to be always present. He was of “mixed” race,
say added to his “goady”, when he was frustrated and angry.
that ubiquitous term that some call “a Red man”. When he
My hard-working mother, who worked her fingers to the
plastered his hair down with tap water, which he called “police
“bone”, and my father, produced seven children who today are
oil”, he was a handsome Red man!
all alive in their seventies and eighties, having immigrated to
Fast forward to today. Guyana has “oil money”, which
Canada. My father perhaps summed it up well when he said he the people are still to see. Most of the population has fled
had “nerves of steel”. He was also called a “see far” man when
the country since Independence in 1966. It has survived
he moved to Canada.
dictatorship and poor governance. The world is in a spin,
Job-wise he
with tyranny growing in a number
jumped from
of countries including the US, and
behind a shop
strangling many millions of folks
counter to the
worldwide. There is a threat of wars,
British Civil
civil, and worldwide corruption. Lies
Service. Milk
are the new “truth”.
Control, followed
Racism is still the “template” in
by sanitary
many countries including the US.
inspector, more or less sealed his
Grand dictators like the Russian
poverty. As a sanitary inspector his
(Prince) Vladimir Putin seem to have
salary never went above $120 a month
ambitions to conquer the world –
until he retired in colonial British
shades of Adolf Hitler. Intergalactic
Guiana. His pension was about (G)
space is the new battleground,
$50 a month. He said he wanted to
nuclear arsenals the best weapons
work for the government because
to have, and the destruction of the
his job would be more secure. He
environment the new norm. The
was never unemployed in his life. He
twin evils of radicalised politics and
was an ardent “royalist”, proud to be
rampant viruses have their hands at
“wukking fuh the king”, and later for
our throats.
“the queen”.
There is hope that the current
As a sanitary inspector, he worked
President Joe Biden in the US would
on the eradication of malaria and
bring some sanity to a country that
Charles Orlando Heydorn
tropical diseases in British Guiana.
has half gone “Trump cult” to a great
We became familiar with his spray can of DDT that he used
extent. Perhaps law and order may return to the world and win
regularly in his work. How he survived that, not to mention
some of the battles, and justice will be served. Perhaps science
the asbestos that he was exposed to in his previous shop job,
will be used to help us to survive and not destroy us.
led me to believe that he not only had “steel nerves” but “iron
Our parents survived many evils, many trials and
lungs”! He seemed indestructible.
tribulations, and our grandparents before them. Is death, “the
His story is not unique. Many Guyanese suffered through
last enemy”. Only time will tell. If the creeks don’t rise and the
poverty in town and country, on the estates, in the villages and
sun still shines, I’ll be talking to you…
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T&T remains ‘fractured’ says Panday

Basdeo Panday with daughter, Mikela

Port-of-Spain – While celebrating his 88th birthday last
week, a reflective Basdeo Panday said Trinidad and Tobago has
remained a fractured nation long after he held the helm as its
prime minister.
The current state of the nation was such that it was in “serious trouble”, he told the media during a celebratory birthday
call.
Said Panday, “We are reaping the whirlwind of the wind we
set in motion so many years ago. We divided the society. We
spent money, as some West Indian leader said, that all of our oil
money was passing through Trinidad like a dose of salts.”
Panday was referencing the former Jamaican prime minister,
the late Michael Manley, who famously said in 1980 Trinidad
and Tobago’s oil wealth was flowing through the nation like a
dose of Epsom salts.
Panday added, “After spending hundreds of billions of dollars, we have to keep borrowing money to pay debt. We are in
a terrible state. I have said, and will continue to say, under this
present Constitution that encourages racial voting and two
blocks in parliament playing musical chairs, there is no salva-

tion unless we change the Constitution.”
Panday served as prime minister of Trinidad and Tobago
from 1995 to 2001.
He noted, “What I have been trying to do ever since I went
into the political arena was to try and unite a fractured nation,
a nation fighting against itself. I agree with the Biblical observation that a nation divided against itself cannot stand. I don’t
think I had any exceptionally great achievement; it was a long
process of trying to unite the nation.”
Two birthdays ago, Panday marked his special day by being
on hand for the launch of a new political party, the Patriotic
Front, led by his daughter, Mikela Panday.
While the Patriotic Front did not contest the 2020 General
Elections, citing insufficient time to share its plans with the electorate, the senior Panday worked behind the scenes to support
his daughter and her fledgling party.
In the present climate of the Covid-19 lockdown, with a
State of Emergency and a nightly curfew in effect, Panday said
he spends his days in isolation writing, what he described as a
“biography”.

Consequently, he called for a total closure of food sales of this
type, while indicating that catering for essential services would
continue operations.
“[The] bottom line is that is what we are trying to prevent so
as to reduce the number of people who are coming out there.
So today, regulations will be prepared to ensure that it is crystal
clear that closure means closure,” he declared.
He also said that hardware stores were to
immediately close doors for one week, adding that consideration would be given for
reopening on a rotation basis.
He also responded to a call from the business community to extend the curfew hours,
saying it was a more sensible arrangement
to stay within the 9 p.m. to 5 a.m. window.
Noting there was no consensus on the proposal among the business community, he
added that a 6 p.m. curfew would cause
logistical problems.
“The last problem we want to create is one
that will precipitate the kinds of acceleration
of gatherings that we know will happen if we
Rowley
have the curfew for persons to go home by 6
p.m.,” he said.
Rowley’s announcement left at least one businessman even
more anxious over the uncertainty.
Joe Pires, owner of Island Beer Chill and Grill and Samurai
Sushi at One Woodbrook Place in Port-of-Spain told the media
he was fearful about the impact the total shutdown would
have on employees and establishments preparing ‘grab-and-go’
meals.
Pires offered pre-packaged meals out of his franchised gas
station in El Socorro.
“We have been supporting about ten or 12 different caterers,
from gyros to doubles, to bake and shark. We have been supporting young and small entrepreneurs, who are struggling to
survive and make ends meet. We were dealing with restaurants
that were closed, keeping hope alive for their kitchen staff to

Food for thought at a T&T ‘Grab-and-go’
generate an income,” he said.
Pires added, “I would like to see if any government minister
can survive without three to six months of their salary. People
who are just above minimum wage will now have no income
whatsoever. What are they going to do? Turn to crime or drugs?
You have to provide some sort of income for these people
because another issue is that the grants are taking too long. So,
what is going to happen?”
With the grab-to-go option stymied by the government,
Pires said he was growing more anxious with the “countless
employees with an income for months”.
He noted, “I am scared, and I am worried... I don’t think
they were hurting anybody. It is not to say there were hundreds
of people lining up around a restaurant, so why make such a
drastic decision?”

Govt puts an end to ‘Grab-and-go’ feeding frenzy
Port-of-Spain – A total closing of all restaurants, bars, and
hardware stores was announced on Saturday by Prime Minister
Dr Keith Rowley, the decision coming in the wake of some
establishments creatively working around the Covid-19 restrictions, particularly with preparing pre-packaged food for overthe-counter sales.
The closure was set to last for one week, and targeted outlets
that were working around the lockdown rules
by offering pre-packaged foods for sale. Foods
sold at supermarkets and bakeries were not
affected by the cease-and-desist closure.
Rowley said the businesses offering prepackaged foods were undermining the purpose of the restrictions that were implemented by the government to curtail the escalating
numbers of Covid-19 cases.
Seeking out creative ways around the
restrictions, a few restaurants started preparing pre-packaged meals that were being sold
on grocery store shelves, pharmacies, gas stations, and at satellite eating locations. Among
the popular restaurants providing this serKeith
vice were Kam Wah, Rizzoni’s, Royal Castle,
Juman’s, Sylvie’s, and Don’s roti shops.
Other restaurants also began advertising their intention to
provide meals as a “Grab-and-go” option in partnership with
supermarkets.
He added, “We have closed restaurants and bars because they
were places designed to bring about congregations. Some people
are of the view that they have not understood what the purpose
of the closure of these places are. [It seems they] always find a
way around it to keep business going, but it has the result of
undermining the purpose.”
Rowley said that while most restaurant owners have responded to the call to close businesses, others were still packaging
prepared foods to be sold elsewhere, which meant workers were
required to go to work, and that customers were leaving home
to go out and purchase food.

More vaccines acquired & arriving in months ahead

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago will receive additional vaccination programme.”
doses of Covid-19 vaccines this month, with deliveries conHe added. “If you are citizen of Trinidad and Tobago, then
tinuing into July and August, Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley vaccines will be available to you for free, and the best vacrevealed last week.
cine is the one that is offered to
He also indicated Trinidad
you unless you have been advised
and Tobago will receive 10,000
against it by your specialist health
doses from Grenada, which
care adviser, or your doctor,”
arrived in the country earlier this
Rowley also thanked the
week. A second shipment of the
Grenadian government for its
Sinopharm vaccine from China
vaccine gift, while revealing there
was also expected, Rowley said.
were no expiry issues with these
He did not indicate quantities.
doses.
Noting Trinidad and Tobago
He added that confirmation
faced early challenges acquiring
of a second shipment of doses
vaccines, Rowley gave the assurof the Sinopharm vaccine means
ance the country was now in a
“we can use up all that we have in
“much better position”.
hand now as first dose, because
Said Rowley: "[We] have made
we have a confirmation of vactwo substantial payments for vaccines coming in to create the
cines that will allow us to have a Trinidad & Tobago officials at the Piarco
second dose”.
continuous supply of vaccines to International Airport receiving the shipment of
Trinidad and Tobago had
bolster and accelerate our vacci- vaccines from Grenada earlier this week
already received a first shipment
nation programmes. The payments have been made, and in the of 100,000 doses of the Sinopharm vaccine, and it is hoped
next six-eight weeks, starting [this month], we expect to have a by the end of August 134,000 people will be fully vaccinated,
flow of vaccines that will keep us busy in an acceleration of the around ten per cent of the population.
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T&T reports 1st clotting case

Port-of-Spain – Trinidad and Tobago reported its first episode of vaccine-induced thrombocytopenia thrombosis last
week, the case likely related to the AstraZeneca Covid-19 vaccine. According to Chief Medical Officer Dr Roshan Parasram,
thrombocytopenia symptoms likely developed following a
national receiving the AstraZeneca vaccine.
Said Parasram: “We have detected one case in a post-vaccinated person, which meets the clinical criteria between five and
28 days.”
He also disclosed the patient was under medical supervision, and was doing “very well”. He said it was the first case in
Trinidad and Tobago, adding the episode was reported to the
Pan American Health Organisation.
Meanwhile, in its latest update on June 1, the Ministry of
Health confirmed 507 total deaths had now occurred. It added
that out of this total, 326 persons died in May.
As of June 1, there were 9,558 active cases of Covid-19 in
Trinidad and Tobago, with 160 cases in Tobago. There were 405
new positive cases of Covid-19 that came from samples taken
between May 24-May 31.
Also, according to the data, there were five new cases of persons afflicted with the coronavirus yesterday in Tobago.
For the year so far, Trinidad and Tobago has seen a total of
17,164 cases of the virus, with 13,085 cases out of this figure
reported in the last month. To date, 14,249 persons have recovered from the virus.
The Health Ministry also revealed there were 458 positive
patients currently hospitalised in the parallel health care system
in Trinidad and Tobago.
Meanwhile, last week Principal Medical Officer of Institutions
Dr Maryam Abdool-Richards said admissions to hospitals were
climbing, noting that an increasing rate could see the system
going into a red flag status.
However, she noted that the number of people being discharged was about equal to those being admitted into the parallel health care system.

TRINIDAD & TOBAGO

‘Keep Andrea’s name out of your mouth’

Randolph Bharatt with his late daughter, Andrea

Port-of-Spain – A request from the father of Andrea Bharatt
was made to Prime Minister Dr Keith Rowley last week to stop
politicising the murdered young lady’s name.
The message from the grieving Randolph Bharatt to the
Prime Minister of Trinidad and Tobago was clear and concise:
“Do not ever use her name in your mouth. Do not ever do it. My
daughter’s name is not worthy for his mouth.”
Bharatt sent his clear message in response to Rowley’s claim
that the current spike in Covid-19 cases was a consequence of
the candlelight vigils that were held following his daughter’s
kidnapping and tragic death in February this year.
Last week Rowley spoke in the House of Representatives on
a motion to extend the State of Emergency, claiming that the
vigils held for Bharatt’s murdered daughter were financed by
the UNC.
Said Rowley: “The only country in the Caribbean, where in
the middle of a pandemic, the Opposition organise gatherings
of people called vigils. Thousands of people for a month, trying
to exploit the death of Andrea Bharatt, and you asking me how
we got here?”
Bharatt refuted Rowley’s claims the next day, saying there
was no correlation between the nationwide prayer services and
vigils against crime in February, and the vertical spike in cases
that started in early May. The Covid-19 data did not support the

timeline for its escalation, he said.
“Easter was just the other day. The vigils took place in
February. Would it have 14 days, 30 days before anything happen? So, then it clearly shows the vigils had nothing to do with
the spike in Covid-19. The spike only happened after the Easter,”
he said.
He added, “Take it from me, that have nothing to do with
UNC; this man fooling people. It is just a blame game, they are
doing their own thing and blaming other people for it.”
Bharatt said he was shocked that activities after his daughter’s
tragic death were being blamed by Rowley for the increase in
infections and deaths. He noted following his daughter's death,
he has tried to use his platform to help citizens and avoid the
politics.
“I wouldn’t expect a big man to blame a dead person for
Covid-19. This man has to be out of his mind,” Bharatt said.
A statement by the group Candle Light Movement described
Rowley’s comments as reprehensible, vile, and callous.
“It is appalling, but no surprise that the PM has sought to use
the name of an innocent victim of murder callously, without
care or any consideration for the damage of such statements
to the family, and loved ones of the victim, who he has used as
a scapegoat for his government’s mishandling of the Covid-19
pandemic,” the group said.

Rowley unyielding after Andrea Bharatt Covid-19 claim
Port-of-Spain – Unyielding and insistent, Prime Minister Dr
Keith Rowley last week maintained he does not need anyone to
come to his defence. He was defending his position following
his statements in Parliament last week that the current vertical
spike in Covid-19 cases started following the vigils held after the
death of Andrea Bharatt in February this year.
Following Rowley’s remarks, questions were then raised
about the political independence of the technical director of the
Epidemiology Division Dr Avery Hinds, who appeared to agree
that the spike in Covid-19 numbers pre-dated Easter.
Along with his apparent support, Hinds also presented
graphs and data to support his argument. Following his revelation, Hinds was accused of defending Rowley.
However, late last week Rowley insisted that he did not need
Hinds’ support.
“Do I look like I need anybody to defend me? Graphs and
statistics are not alien to me,” Rowley said.
“I expect to hear that nonsense from some who create lies
and misinformation to vigorously try to protect their position
by accusations of political persuasion, race, and religion.”
Earlier, Hinds was asked to weigh in and put an end to the
controversy on whether it was the vigils, or the long Easter
weekend activities in Tobago, that led to the fatal surge in current Covid-19 cases.
In response to the question, Hinds said the surge pre-dated
Easter, noting it was a confluence of issues that led to the spike,
including the reopening of sports and churches, along with preEaster activities.
But social media users were not convinced, with commentators saying Hinds was “singing for his supper”; also, that he had
now changed his tune in support of Rowley.
Yet in an article published on April 22, Hinds described the
surge in numbers at that time was a consequence of “the Easter
weekend”. But in that same report, he noted it was “one of the
driving factors” behind the spike.
Meanwhile, earlier last week, Rowley told the media his chid-

ing of the Opposition in Parliament for its vigils causing the
spike were being misrepresented as an attack on the anti-crime
cause. He maintained that he had simply said that while gatherings were not a good idea, yet the UNC was organising them.
He was responding to criticism from the UNC and the
Candle Light Movement regarding his critical comments made
in the House. What took place then was during the House
debate on a government motion to approve the State of
Emergency as an anti-Covid-19 measure, Rowley accused the
Opposition of organising vigils “to exploit the death of Andrea
Bharatt”. He was referencing the tragic death of the 23-year-old
court clerk, who was kidnapped and murdered earlier this year.
According to Rowley, “The Opposition paid for, [and] organised, night after night, thousands of people to do exactly what
the virus wanted, which was to bring people together during a
pandemic. They organised transport to bring people.”
However, Opposition Leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar countered the next day, saying, “Keith Rowley casting blame on the
citizens who attended the Andrea Bharatt vigils for the current
Covid-19 crisis is an act of wickedness. What manner of evil

mind will pray on Sunday, and then on Monday blame vigils
for the brutal murders of innocent citizens to distract from the
fact that his government has failed, and has no plan to deal with
this pandemic?”
Following Persad-Bissessar’s statement, the CLM denied
receiving any funding from the UNC.
Since making his astonishing statement, Rowley has remained
resolute, and has denied he used the murder victim to score
political points.
Said Rowley: “My response in Parliament about the direct
involvement of the UNC is a statement of fact about documented UNC political activity, and in no way is any commentary on
the trauma which spawned the political activity.”
At the same time, he complained about “self-serving interpretations” over what he had stated.
Said Rowley: “I have every confidence that the average,
unbiased citizen will be able to understand this as they look at
the scientific data and reports, and will not be swayed by selfserving interpretations that appear to want to fly into the face
of the scientific data, to conclude that these large and frequent
public events could not have contributed in any way to our current circumstances.”
He added, “As I said in the beginning, I say now that I will
be influenced by the science of this challenge, and incidentally
I reserve my right to have an opinion, and will not, as a trained
scientist, abandon the scientific findings to be politically correct.”
He also insisted the UNC had organised marches and vigils
during a precarious time.
“They promoted, advertised, encouraged and transported
people to venues in defiance of the Public Health Regulations,
an undisputed fact. These events ran from early February to the
end of March, getting larger all the time, and involved many
thousands of persons. The scientific data show increases beginning March 11 and continuing at an accelerated rate to the present,” he maintained.

Port-of-Spain – Recognising the nationals hardest hit by
the lockdown to be non-essential workers in the construction,
domestic, and food service sectors, among others, Opposition
leader Kamla Persad-Bissessar said she remains firmly opposed
to the deployment of even stricter measures.
“Harsher lockdowns will not save them. Only vaccines; and
allowing them to work again, under improved health guidelines
will do so,” she said.
Additionally, “Harsher lockdowns against non-essential
workers and the poor without a holistic plan, without adequate
vaccines, without prompt social support and without locking
our porous maritime borders cannot reduce Covid-19, but will
only increase suffering.”
Persad-Bissessar noted she agreed with some of the items put
forward by members of the business sector. However, she also
indicated she was cognisant that many of the businesses calling
for harsher lockdown measures against the non-essential workers were exempt as essential services, and so remain opened to
the public. Consequently, these businesses continue to earn an
income, she noted.
“The non-essential working population are already at their

wit’s end as to how they are going to meet their rent, light and
water bills, mortgage payments, loan instalments, and even grocery bills at the end of the month,” she declared.
She also noted that over 300,000 nationals, along with thousands of Venezuelan migrants, were unable to work.
“Many of these people live pay cheque to pay cheque, and
have already lost four weeks in wages. Many have no savings,
and will soon lose everything,” she stated.
Persad-Bissessar said it is a sad state of affairs when citizens
are forced to choose between working to putting food on the
table, or facing jail time for trying to earn an honest salary.
She added, the government’s plans for relief were not in sync
with what is needed to immediately relieve the financial burdens of many more impoverished nationals.
“I call on [the government] to overhaul this system forthwith,
and put plans in place to fast-track approval and disbursement
of grants and other forms of assistance,” she said.
Persad-Bissessar stated to deal with the plight of the poor and
the deprivations caused by the pandemic, the government must
engage in much wider stakeholder consultation.
“Local government bodies, councillors, religious bodies,

Kamla Persad-Bissessar
educational bodies, trade unions, small businesses, NGOs, and
charities must all be brought into the discussions for proper
planning to save people’s lives and livelihoods,” she said.

A candlelight vigil following Andrea Bharatt’s murder

No UNC support for stricter measures
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BOLLYWOOD MASALA MIX

The Golden Years of Indian Cinema

Mix of honey & trouble marked Geeta’s life

A

round the mid-1930s, almost daily, all year round, in
Begum). All her songs in Baazi were great hits, particularly
a small village called Idilpur in the Faridpur district
Tadbeer Se Bigdi Hui Taqdeer Bana Le. Dev Anand has said on
of East Bengal, a little girl of about five to six years of
more than one occasion that people saw this film several times
age sat under a tree, her dreamy eyes fixed on the ferry passing only for this song sequence.
over the wide river in front, listening to the songs sung by the
Baazi was significant in the life of Geeta for another reason.
boatmen.
Geeta and Guru Dutt met on the sets of Baazi — where Dutt
She liked the songs and wanted to sing them. She would
was the debutant director, and Geeta was the lead singer.
spend a whole day with this kind of activity, and at times
Sparks flew between them and the duo fell head-overwould fall asleep, only to be awakened by her loving
heels in love with each other.
mother, who reminded her of her studies and other
In an interview with a media house, Lalitha
household jobs that an average Bengali girl with
Lajmi, Guru Dutt’s sister said, “Apart from her
which was expected to be occupied.
honeyed voice, I was struck by beauty. She
She had already been admitted to the
was exquisite like an Ajanta fresco, dark and
local Pathhsala [village school], but showed
beautiful! Soon, Guru Dutt and she fell in love.
no interest in studies, and spent her time
They had a long courtship, almost for three
humming tunes that she had picked up from
years. They’d exchange letters through me. One
the boatmen. She loved to sing and at that
full moon night in the balcony of her bungalow
young age also liked to dance to the tunes
she confided: ‘I’m going to marry your brother’.”
she had learnt.
The couple tied the knot on May 26, 1953, at
Her name was Geeta, born on
Geeta’s residence in Mumbai. The duo was blessed
November 23, 1930, one of ten
with three children, a daughter, and two sons.
children of Debendranath Ghosh Roy
“In the early years of their marriage, Guru
Choudhury and Amiya Devi.
Dutt and Geeta shared much love and
Geeta’s parents became aware of her
affection. They enjoyed a great rapport
vocal talent and allowed her to sing in
regarding music. Both of them loved
the presence of the villagers, who all
their children. My brother’s birthday
agreed that the talented singer had a
fell on the same date as his older son
gifted voice.
Tarun’s – July 9. Arun’s birthday falls
Difficulties cropped up that resulted
on July 10. So, she’d celebrate all their
in the family shifting to Calcutta. Here,
birthdays with great pomp, and have
Geeta Dutt
music master Shri Harendranath Nandi
a huge birthday cake cut! She was
gave Geeta lessons in music. She learnt folk music, light music, ecstatic when Nina, their daughter, and last child was born
and also picked up songs from records and films.
(1962). She loved to doll her up,” Lalitha told a media house.
In 1942, the family moved again, this time to Bombay. As
The couple lived happily for a few years, but Dutt was said
destiny would have it, music director Pandit Hanuman Prasad
to be a workaholic, leading him to spend minimal time with
was one day walking in
his family. His lack of
front of Debendranath
earnest interest in family
Roy Choudhury’s house
life affected his marriage
while Geeta was singing
deeply, and their marriage
inside. Hearing her voice,
started o fall apart.
Prasad walked straight
In the late 1950s, Guru
into the house and
Dutt got romantically
enquired about the singer.
involved with actress
Prasad immediately made
Waheeda Rehman, and
an offer to have her sing
in fact, he even made a
in films.
movie Kaagaz Ke Phool,
And so began a
which depicts a married
career in the mid-1940s,
director’s love for an
in which the voice of
actress. This took a further
Geeta would become
toll on his marriage which
immortalised, and her
resulted in regular fights.
face plastered on posters
Their financial issues,
and across the silver
too, peaked and they had
screens in countries near
to move out from their
and far.
bungalow. While Dutt
Hanuman Prasad’s
rented a posh flat at the
first assignment for
Peddar Road vicinity of
Geeta was to sing just
Mumbai, Geeta returned
Geeta Dutt with young son Tarun, and husband Guru
two lines on her own in
to her mother’s place with
the song, Suno Suno Binti Hamari Prabhuji, in the 1946 film
the children.
Bhakt Prahlad. The song would be a chorus, but in it Geeta’s
Geeta’s personal problems began to impact on her
voice would be recognisable.
professional career. Music directors began to complain about
Hanuman Prasad introduced Geeta to music director
her not being easily available for song rehearsals and recordings;
Sachin Dev Burman, who was at the time producing the music things got so bad that both Burman and OP Nayyar picked the
for Do Bhai (1947). Burman made Geeta the principal singer
newer, more available Asha Bhosle over Geeta and groomed
of Do Bhai, allowing the newcomer to render six of the nine
Asha into a great singer.
songs in the film – four solo numbers, and two duets. Geeta
To quieten things down Dutt began shooting Gauri, which
created history with the evergreen Mera Sundar Sapna Beet
starred his wife in the title role; she was to be launched as a
Gaya, filmed on Kamini Kaushal. Other hits from the film
singing star, but the film was shelved after just a few days.
included Yaad Karoge Yaad Karoge Ekdin Humko Yaad Karoge
On October 10, 1964 Guru Dutt was found dead in his bed,
and Mere Piya To Base Pardes Hai Basant Ritu Kyon Ayee.
having committed suicide. His death caused Geeta to suffer a
Soon after, Geeta was in demand from other top music
nervous breakdown.
directors of the day.
To make matters worse, she was in a financial mess, and due
Until 1951, Geeta was the major female singer used in films. to all the stressful events around her she took to alcohol. She
She was initially called upon to sing religious and sad songs,
attempted to revive her career by cutting discs at the Durga
but on the release of Baazi (1951), a crime thriller which
Puja and performing at stage shows, and even tried starring as
featured jazz-based songs, a newer, more sensual side was
a heroine in the Bengali film Badhu Bharan (1967).
revealed in her voice, which instantly made her more popular.
But by then the alcohol had done its work, and her health
She went from traditional songs to Western-beat tunes with
was in decline. She eventually died on July 20, 1972 from
such flexibility that she became much demanded by all music
cirrhosis of the liver.
directors, who had to compose completely different music for
It was a tribute to Geeta’s genius, though, that even when
a film. When Lata Mangeshkar emerged as the new queen of
her health was failing she could breathe life into new songs,
Bollywood music, Geeta and Shamshad Begum were the only
as her recordings in Anubhav (1971) proved, having some of
two female singers still called upon for songs.
her best renderings. And even after her death, her voice still
Of the eight songs in Baazi, six were by Geeta (the other
rings with that special memorable lilt, as it certainly will for all
two were done one each by Kishore Kumar and Shamshad
music lovers for generations to come.
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Huma Qureshi

Set on Army of The Dead
about diversity - Qureshi
By Sweta Kaushal
ndian actor Huma Qureshi makes her Hollywood debut
with Zack Snyder’s Army of The Dead that released in select
theatres the US, and also had a global release on Netflix
recently. She is one of the many non-white talents in the new
movie.
Qureshi rose to fame with her Bollywood film, Gangs
of Wasseypur 2, which was directed by filmmaker Anurag
Kashyap. She says that she was not treated any different, and was
an equal on the set of Army of The Dead.
“The best thing was that I was no different from anyone else
on the set. The Army of Dead is so much about diversity. The
environment was like we wanted to learn about each other’s
cultures. We wanted to know more about each other’s work,”
Quereshi says.
She recalls an episode during shooting, “Once, we were
travelling with an Indian cabbie. He recognised me and
mentioned that he saw me in the Bollywood film, Jolly LLB
that also featured Akshay Kumar. He then began showing
songs from the film on his phone. Nora Arnezeder (who was
travelling with her) was like ‘Huma, you can dance so well’.”
The producer of Army of The Dead had earlier told Screenrant
that it was very important for them to ensure a diverse cast.
Deborah Snyder had said they saw no reason for the film to
have an “all-white, all-American cast”.
Qureshi adds, “They also made me cook for them. So, we
went hunting for Indian spices, and I prepared chicken for
everyone. It was all about cultural exchanges, and I was not
treated any differently. It was about learning and discovering each
other’s cultures.”
Qureshi also shared her views on how the entire ecosystem
of cinema is skewed against women.
“This entire system is male-dominated. Films were written
by men and made for the male gaze. Yes, we are headed in the
right direction. Now, better roles are being written for women;
they have better representation. But women before us have
toiled hard to ensure we stand where we are right now. We
are standing on their shoulders, and it is our duty to improve
things for the next generation,” she says.
She also shared her joy at being part of the project.
“It is a huge film, and I am just happy to be a small part
of it. It was huge for me to be working with Zack Snyder
in a project like this... Working on the film was a different
experience for me. I met Zack Snyder only when the schedule
began. We reached 15 days ahead of the shoot and had
this workshop. We called it Zombie workshop. Before that,
I had video and telephone calls with Zack; we had these
email conversations, but we did not meet. It was a different
experience for me. The environment on sets was also very new
for me. It was a very democratic set up. I was not treated any
different from others. We were all equals on the sets,” she says.
Additionally, “It was unusual to find everyone working by
themselves. As Indian actors we are so used to having our own
team. Just after my first film, I had my own hair-dresser and
stylist. I missed that a lot... having your own entourage. The
only person on sets of The Army of the Dead with any kind of
assistance was Dave Bautista. There wasn’t even an umbrella
man. Zack Snyder was handling the camera himself. The first
time I saw him, he was running around, doing things on his
own, and was dressed in a white shirt. My OCD kicked in and
I thought, ‘That shirt is going to get dirty’.”
Querishi will soon be seen in a Hindi web show directed
by Subhash Kapoor, Maharani. It will be about an uneducated
woman taking on the system and patriarchy when forced into
the chair of an Indian state’s chief minister.
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Heat on as Pakistan women prepare

T

he Pakistan Women cricket team is now in preparation
for the 50-over Women's World Cup Qualifier, which is
scheduled to take place in Sri Lanka in December. The
26-member contingent is training in Multan, Pakistan’s seventh
largest city, and the major cultural and economic centre of
Southern Punjab. Training sessions started last month, on May
29, and is continuing for 30 days, until June 22.
While training camps are rigorous and intense, particularly
now with it being done inside bio-secure bubbles, the women
are also facing additional adversity, ESPNcricinfo reported last
month. As Umar Farooq reported for the cricket website, the
players will be undergoing rigorous training under hostile conditions, with Multan experiencing extreme temperatures well
over 40 degrees Celsius, with predicted highs of 44 degrees.
According to Farooq, the severity of the weather conditions
was acknowledged by the Pakistan Cricket Board. However,
as the PCB noted, it has been forced onto the defensive by the
hostile pace of the Covid-19 outbreak, with the only option left
for a bio-secure bubble being Multan.
Historically during the summer months, the PCB has mostly
held its camps in the city of Abbottabad, located in the
hilly Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa province. This region experiences
relatively milder weather than the lower-altitude regions in
Pakistan, where temperatures often rise above 45 degrees and
occasionally touch 50 degrees, ESPNcricinfo reported.
However, a few observers noted Multan was not as feasible
for creation of a bio-secure bubble, citing Karachi as a working
option, and which could have been a cooler option too.
However, PCB officials noted the capital city was in a

Covid-19 surge when a decision was being made to locate the
cricketers. Also, according to Urooj Mumtaz, chair of the PCB’s
women’s selection committee, the grounds in Central Punjab
are presently being repaired.
Said Mumtaz: “Each venue had its own challenges around
the pandemic. Multan was the only feasible facility available as
a package. It has the ground, gym, and accommodation within
one block, and it’s easy to maintain the bio-secure bubble there.”
She added, “But we are conscious and mindful of the extreme
weather conditions, and that is why we have scheduled the
training sessions to avoid the hottest part of the day. We are
starting early in the morning and ending by midday, giving
them ample rest in the day, and we start again in the evening."
Following the conclusion of the camp, Pakistan Women
could return to action after a five-month gap. According to an
earlier ESPNcricinfo report, the PCB and Sri Lanka Cricket are
in talks for a potential series in Sri Lanka in July.
Pakistan Women’s last international fixture was in Zimbabwe,
where they won the first ODI before the remainder of the series
was cancelled after Emirates Airlines, the Pakistan team’s carrier, announced it would suspend its operations in the HarareDubai route eight days before their scheduled departure.
Before that, Pakistan Women had toured South Africa, where
they lost the ODI series 3-0, and won the third and final T20I to
deny the hosts another series sweep.
Since the aborted Zimbabwe tour, Pakistan Women have
not played international cricket. However, a group of 26 players
underwent a skills and fitness camp in Karachi, similar to the
one now taking place in Multan.

Cricket stars light up CPL once again

T

he Hero Caribbean Premier League lit up once more
with international stars following the announcement
that three more players, including Chris Gayle, were
confirmed to compete in the 2021 edition.
“Chris Gayle, Shakib al Hasan, and Faf du Plessis will be
playing at 2021 CPL which takes place in St Kitts and Nevis in
August and September,” a CPL media release stated last week.
The entire tournament will be played at Warner Park in St
Kitts from August 28-September 19.
The CPL release also stated, “Chris
Gayle will be back with the St Kitts
and Nevis Patriots, a team he played
for in 2017 and 2018. Gayle guided the
Patriots to their only Hero CPL final
in his first year with the franchise. As
the leading run scorer in T20 history,
he brings a huge amount of experience
to the Patriots squad.”
Some of the other experienced
players on the Patriots squad are,
Dwayne Bravo, Evin Lewis, Sheldon
Cottrell, and last year’s captain Rayad
Emrit.
Al Hasan of Bangladesh and South
African du Plessis will line up for different franchises.
According to the release, “Shakib
al Hasan has joined the Jamaica
Tallawahs for the 2021 season. This
will be the second time that the world’s
leading spin-bowling all-rounder has
represented the Tallawahs having been
with the franchise in 2016 and 2017.”
Chris
It added, “Faf du Plessis will be
playing for the St Lucia Zouks this season. The former South
Africa captain has been in outstanding form in recent months
for the Chennai Super Kings at the Indian Premier League,
where he made four consecutive half centuries, including 95 not
out against Kolkata Knight Riders. This is his second stint at the
Hero CPL having played for the Patriots in 2016.”
Meanwhile, defending champions Trinbago Knight Riders
have retained or signed 14 players ahead of the draft including captain Kieron Pollard, Lendl Simmons, vice-captain Sunil
Narine, and Colin Munro, Cricbuzz reported last week.
According to the website, it was still unconfirmed whether
former West Indies fast bowler Ravi Rampaul, former West
Indies Under-19 player Leonardo Julien, and Sri Lankan leftarm fast bowler Isuru Udana will sign with TKR to complete
the 17-man squad.
Late last week, the CPL announced the final squads for the
six participating teams in the 2021 edition of the T20 tournament. A total of 101 players has been picked up for the tournament, with all teams except Guyana Amazon Warriors boasting
a 17-member squad. Guyana will have only 16 players.
England all-rounder Samit Patel, and Pakistan pacer
Mohammad Amir will see maiden stints in the tournament.
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Meanwhile, several other big foreign players have also signed,
among them Faf du Plessis, Shakib Al Hasan, and Chris Morris.
Pakistan also have a strong contingent with Mohammad Amir
accompanied by the veteran trio of Shoaib Malik, Mohammad
Hafeez, and Wahab Riaz. Yet another young trio, Haider Ali,
Azam Khan, and Usman Qadir have signed up.
There has been reshuffling among the West Indians, Cricbuzz
also reported, with Gayle, Bravo, and Sherfane Rutherford signing with St Kitts and Nevis Patriots, Keemo Paul moved to the
St Lucia Zouks, and Oshane Thomas
to Barbados Tridents.
The full squads
Jamaica Tallawahs
Andre Russell, Shakib Al Hasan,
Carlos Brathwaite, Rovman Powell,
Haider Ali, Chadwick Walton,
Fidel Edwards, Qais Ahmed, Jason
Mohammad, Migael Pretorius, Kennar
Lewis, Ibrahim Zadran, Veerasammy
Peramaul, Abhijai Mansingh, Joshua
James, Kirk McKenzie, and Ryan
Persaud;
St Lucia Zouks
Faf du Plessis, Wahab Riaz, Keemo
Paul, Matthew Wade, Andre Fletcher,
Kesrick Williams, Usman Qadir,
Samit Patel, Obed McCoy, Rakheem
Cornwall, Mark Deyal, Roston Chase,
Javelle Glen, Keron Cottoy, Jeavor
Royal, Kadeem Alleyne, and Alzarri
Joseph;
Trinbago Knight Riders
Kieron Pollard, Ravi Rampaul, Sunil
Gayle
Narine, Colin Munro, Sandeep
Lamichhane, Darren Bravo, Lendl Simmons, Khary Pierre,
Isuru Udana, Sikandar Raza, Anderson Phillip, Denesh Ramdin,
Tion Webster, Akeal Hosein, Jayden Seales, Leonardo Julian,
and Ali Khan;
St Kitts and Nevis Patriots
Dwayne Bravo, Evin Lewis, Chris Gayle, Fabien Allen, Rassie
van der Dussen, Anrich Nortje, Sherfane Rutherford, Sheldon
Cottrell, Wanindu Hasaranga, Devon Thomas, Rayad Emrit,
Rahmanullah Gurbaz, Colin Archibald, Jon-Russ Jaggesar,
Dominic Drakes, Joshua Da Silva, and Mikyle Louis;
Barbados Tridents
Chris Morris, Jason Holder, Thisara Perera, Mohammad Amir,
Johnson Charles, Shai Hope, Oshane Thomas, Kyle Mayers,
Hayden Walsh Jr, Azam Khan, Raymon Reifer, Justin Greaves,
Ashley Nurse, Shafiqullah Ghafari, Nyeem Young, Joshua
Bishop, and Samit Patel;
Guyana Amazon Warriors
Nicholas Pooran, Shoaib Malik, Imran Tahir, Shimron Hetmyer,
Mohammad Hafeez, Brandon King, Naveen ul Haq, Romario
Shepherd, Waqar Salamkheil, Chanderpaul Hemraj, Odeon
Smith, Niall Smith, Gudakesh Motie, Anthony Bramble, Kevin
Sinclair, and Ashmead Need.

Pakistan women preparing in 40 degree Celsius
“We need to understand these challenges especially given
the situation with Covid-19, which changes dramatically every
other day. But the board is determined to continue to invest
in the women’s game, and we make sure our girls remain connected to the game so that they don’t get rusty,” Mumtaz said.
She added, “[The] Women’s calendar hasn’t been as busy as
the men’s has been so far, so it is important to keep the girls
engaged with the elite panel of coaching staff.”

Covid-19 travel headaches
for CWI moving cricketers

T

he ongoing and lengthy Covid-19 innings is creating
chaos with airlift for Cricket West Indies, with the
board indicating last week it was now resorting to charter flights and cumbersome routes to move players from their
respective territories to fields of play.
According to a Caribbean Media Corporation report last
week, Cricket Operations Manager, Roland Holder, noted that
with some borders in the Caribbean remaining closed, and with
limited flights available, the task of transporting players and
officials had become even more difficult, and in some cases,
quite expensive.
“From where we sit, we’ve had to fly persons through the
US to get them into various [Caribbean] countries: whether
it’s Antigua, whether it’s St
Lucia,” Holder said.
He added, “We’ve had
to fly people through
the US. There are almost
no flights coming out of
Trinidad, so you can’t put
somebody on an airplane
on a daily basis, and say,
‘Hey, you need to get to
point A or B’; so, yes, there
are challenges. It’s more
expensive, it’s more time
consuming. Your journey
in some instances will take
Roland Holder
even longer.”
With border closures now more widespread in the Caribbean
and globally, CWI is facing a logistical nightmare to move its
players. Consequently, it has turned to the use of costly charters
to get its players to tournaments and series.
The costly flight option is part of the major fallout from last
year, when at the height of the pandemic, CWI was forced to
scrap its entire international home schedule, resulting in massive financial losses.
Despite this setback, CWI still managed to stage the Super50
last February, and also host Sri Lanka for a full series, with both
events hosted in Antigua.
Working inside the rigorous Covid-19 requirements, the
next three months will see West Indies welcoming South Africa,
Australia, and Pakistan, making it critical that CWI execute the
upcoming tours successfully amid the ongoing pandemic challenges, Holder said.
“Last year we had no international cricket in the Caribbean,
so we have [Sri Lanka] under our belt now,” Holder noted.
He added, “We’re hoping to get these three tours underway, which of course would generate some income for us, and
unfortunately, you may just have to spend some of that income
on charter flights and Covid-19 testing. However, this is the
organisation we are; we are a cricket organisation, so we need
to be putting on cricket.”
South Africa arrived in the Caribbean yesterday, and will
play two Tests in St Lucia from June 10 to June 24, before heading to Grenada for five Twenty20 Internationals from June 26
to July 3.
Australia then follow for a five-match T20I series in St Lucia
from July 9-16 before heading to Barbados for three One-Day
Internationals from July 20-24.
Pakistan will round off the home schedule when they take
on the hosts in another five-match T20I series from July 27 to
August 3 in Barbados and Guyana, before playing two Tests in
Jamaica from August 12-24.
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Peer concern over Hetmyer’s CWI omission

W

est Indies whiteball captain Kieron Pollard would
like to see Shimron Hetmyer
back in the mix in all formats
of the game. However, he has
said it is up to Hetmyer to
put in the work required to
achieve his potential. Pollard
made these statements while
speaking with Barry Wilkinson on the Line & Length TV
Show on Sportsmax late last
month.
Hetmyer did not get the
pick for the recent series
against Sri Lanka after failing to meet Cricket West
Indies’ minimum fitness requirement. However, despite
losing his central retainer
contract with CWI, he was included in the
18-man West Indies provisional team for the
back-to-back home series against South Africa,
Australia, and Pakistan, which are being played
this month.
Hetmyer was also omitted
from the 30-man squad selected
to participate in a three-week
high-performance camp in St
Lucia in preparation for the
two-Test series against South
Africa, which starts today.
Said Pollard: “We love him,
and we want to have him. He
has a fantastic record in ODI
cricket. We saw what he can do
in the Indian Premier League,
Kieron
and it’s just for him to take what
is in front of him. The world is at his feet. It’s if
he wants it bad enough, and what he wants to
achieve as an individual.”
Since his West Indies debut in 2017, Hetmyer has played 16 Tests, scoring 838 runs at an
average of 27.93. He has also played 45 ODIs,
tallying 1,430 runs at an average of 36.66 with
five centuries. He has only played 27 T20Is,
scoring 379 runs with a high score of 56.

Shimron Hetmyer
Pollard continued: “We love Hetty. He is a
young, talented cricketer, a guy who we know,
deep in our hearts, can take West Indies cricket forward from a generational point of view
with his skill,
and what he
can achieve on
a cricket field.
Outside of that,
I will safely say
Hetty
knows
exactly what is
needed for him
to be on the
team and on the
squad.”
AdditionPollard
Roger
ally, “He knows
the truth, and he knows exactly what it is. We
would love Hetty to be playing all three formats, but as the saying goes, ‘You can only take
the horse to the water, but you can’t force him
to drink’. With that being said, I will leave it
right there, and leave it to the individual himself to get things together.”
The West Indies provisional squad will quarantine and train in St Lucia ahead of the first

T20I series against South
Africa starting June 26 at the
Grenada National Cricket
Stadium. The official squad
will be subsequently selected and announced ahead of
each series. In total, West Indies will play 15 T20Is from
June 26 to August 3.
Meanwhile, Hetmyer has
been signed up by Multans
Sultans for the continuation
of the Pakistan Super League
this month. He was picked
up by the franchise with T20
World Cup winner, Johnson
Charles in a replacement
draft that was staged online
late last month. Hetmyer
returned to the Caribbean
last month after the lucrative
Indian Premier League was suspended due to
India’s Covid-19 crisis.
Following Hetmyer missing on a central
retainer contract in May, chief selector Roger
Harper admitted to being “concerned” over the player’s future.
“[Hetmyer] is the sort of
player with the ability to be a
world class player in every format going forward, but I think
that needs a particular kind of
focus. He needs to be a little
more focused, and try to maximise his skills,” Harper said.
Hetmyer replaces Bangladesh all-rounder Mahmudullah
in the platinum category, and
Harper
joins a Sultans franchise with
South Africans Rilee Roussouw and Imran Tahir, along with veteran superstar Shahid Afridi.
The PSL was halted after 14 games last
March when seven Covid-19 infections were
detected in six players. Following discussions
with Emirates Cricket Board and the UAE government, PSL organisers said the remaining
20 fixtures would be staged in Dubai and Abu
Dhabi.

Post-Covid-19: UK govt tests match at Edgbaston

C

ome June 10 up to
18,000
spectators
are being allowed to
attend every day of the Edgbaston Test between England
and New Zealand following
the UK government’s decision to test the match as a
pilot event. If the move succeeds, then it would be a major first step towards a return
to normal following the Covid-19 pandemic, ESPNcricinfo reported last month.
Up to the government’s
decision to deem attendance
Getting back
at the match a pilot event, it
was feared the Test would see spectator numbers limited to just 25 percent of ground capacity due to Covid-19 restrictions. Instead, Warwickshire announced last week that 70 percent
capacity of spectators will be admitted onto the
grounds.
However, there is a caveat, with spectators
being asked to sign a consent form, and to take
a lateral flow test. It is understood that fans only
need to wear masks when moving around inside the ground.
Late last month the first three days of the
match had been sold out for many weeks, with
the numbers close to sold out for Day Four.
According to an ESPNcricinfo report back in
April, Warwickshire, along with support from
council leaders and the local mayor, had written to the government requesting the game be
utilised as a “validation event”, with the club
hoping for more than 50 percent attendance.

with friends and family will
feel like a giant step back
towards normality. It really
does give us a hope that we
are getting through this. I
think the entire game will
feel like a celebration.”
However, there will be no
such boost for Lord’s. The
first Test of the series, which
starts on June 2, will be
played in front of crowds of
25 percent capacity, or about
7,500 a day.
Said the MCC: “We too
have been communicating
to normal as UK govt tests a pilot spectators’ project
with the ECB and governThere is little to be gained financially for the ment with a view to staging a pilot for some
club with the 70 percent attendance go-ahead. time. However, with decisions only just being
Warwickshire are insured for lost revenue, and made following the first round of the governare going to need to spend heavily to ensure the ment’s Events Research Programme, we simcorrect protocols are followed.
ply ran out of time with the New Zealand Test
However, the go-ahead for attendance is a match starting [June 2].”
significant morale boost for players and spectaIt added, “This timeframe has been comtors; and also for the region, which has suffered pounded by the additional complexities of definancially in recent months due to restrictions livering our new Compton and Edrich Stands
placed by Covid-19 protocols.
this season, the biggest re-development in the
With England having played their entire history of Lord’s.”
2020 home summer behind closed doors inside
The decision to allow larger crowds at Edga bio-bubble, the Warwickshire game will be baston follows successful trials at other events.
the first home match since 2019 that England There were around 20,000 spectators at the
have played in a format close to pre-pandemic, FA Cup final, and around 1,000 at the World
normal conditions.
Snooker Championship final.
Said Becky Fairlie-Clarke, of the Cricket
Also, there were other various events and
Supporters’ Association: “This is great news! concerts adding up to a total of 58,000. In all,
People have been through a lot over the last the government reported 15 positive Covid-19
year and more. The chance to return to cricket cases from those involved.
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International
Cricket Schedule
Wednesday June 02, 2021
Ireland tour of Netherlands, 2021 Netherlands vs Ireland, 1st ODI; Sportpark
Maarschalkerweerd, Utrecht, 3:00 AM
09:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; New
Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs
New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 1; Lord's, London, 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM
LOCAL.
Thursday June 03 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 2
Lord's, London 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL.
Friday June 04 2021
Ireland tour of Netherlands, 2021 Netherlands vs Ireland, 2nd ODI; Sportpark
Maarschalkerweerd, Utrecht, 3:00 AM
09:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; New
Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs
New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 3 Lord's, London 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM
LOCAL.
Saturday June 05, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 4;
Lord's, London, 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT
/ 11:00 AM LOCAL
Sunday June 06, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 1st Test, Day 5;
Lord's, London, 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT
/ 11:00 AM LOCAL.
Monday June 07, 2021
Ireland tour of Netherlands, 2021 Netherlands vs Ireland, 3rd ODI; Sportpark
Maarschalkerweerd, Utrecht, 3:00 AM
09:00 AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL.
Thursday June 10, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 1;
Edgbaston, Birmingham, 4:00 AM, 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies
vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 1; Daren
Sammy National Cricket Stadium, Gros
Islet, St Lucia, 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL.
Friday June 11, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 2;
Edgbaston, Birmingham, 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies
vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 2; Daren
Sammy National Cricket Stadium, Gros
Islet, St Lucia, 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT /
10:00 AM LOCAL.
Saturday June 12, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 3;
Edgbaston, Birmingham, 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies
vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 3; Daren
Sammy National Cricket Stadium, St Lucia, 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT / 10:00 AM
LOCAL.
Sunday June 13, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs New Zealand, 2nd Test, Day 4;
Edgbaston, Birmingham, 4:00 AM 10:00
AM GMT / 11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of West Indies, 2021 West Indies
vs South Africa, 1st Test, Day 4; Daren
Sammy National Cricket Stadium, St Lucia, 8:00 AM 02:00 PM GMT / 10:00 AM
LOCAL.
Monday June 14, 2021
New Zealand tour of England, 2021 England vs NZ, 2nd Test, Day 5; Edgbaston,
Birmingham, 4:00 AM 10:00 AM GMT /
11:00 AM LOCAL; South Africa tour of
West Indies, 2021 West Indies vs South
Africa, 1st Test, Day 5; Daren Sammy National Cricket Stadium, St Lucia, 8:00 AM
02:00 PM GMT / 10:00 AM LOCAL.
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Abdool Saif Saheed
Sales Representative
647-894-0764

Brampton
For Sale
$1,999,000

Abdool Saheed
Broker of Record/Owner
416-731-7527

A must see!! 4 bedrooms
detached move-in ready
situated on a prime
location of Vaughan/
Brampton border line.
Lots of upgrades in
this bright, extremely
well-kept open concept
family home. Extended
kitchen with large
pantry, cabinets, and
quartz countertop. New
stainless steel appliances,
pot lights throughout,
laundry upstairs, finished
basement with wet bar.
Aggregate concrete
landscaping. Extended
driveway with oversize
deck, and deep backyard
for entertaining.

Toronto

Location! Location! Location! Bright & spacious, newly
renovated large 2 bedroom 2 bathroom home nestled in
prime location. Master bedroom with renovated 4 piece
ensuite bath. Amazing opportunity for investors & first
time buyers. Includes parking & ensuite locker. Close
to all amenities with TTC at your doorstep. Building
amenities include: indoor pool, exercise room, security
system & party room.

Brampton

437-235-7599

The Buckingham at Grand Central Mimico

For Sale $529,000

Grand Central Mimico
is Toronto’s new transittailored community.
Anchored by Mimico GO
Station, this community
will be a vibrant, allinclusive & future proof
neighbourhood. Thoughtful
timeless design, transit &
modern amenities converge
to create South Etobicoke’s
most relevant & significant
community.
Starting
From Mid -

$500K
Grand Festival Condos*
Take your life to a whole
new level of fun and
celebration at Grand
at Festival. Vaughan's
spectacular new masterplanned City Center.

Markham

Listed
3-year new executive 2 storey
$799K
for:
freehold townhouse in highly
sought after neighbourhood in
Brampton. No carpet thruout.
Open concept layout with w/o to
backyard. Finished basement with
potential for in-law suite. Close
to major hwys and all amenities
including grocery shopping plazas,
SOLD OVER ASKING!
places of worship.

For Sale
$490,000
SOLD
$50K
OVER
ASKING!!!

Emerald City Condominiums
North York, ON

Shawn Ambedkar
Broker

Ralford Chatrie
Sales Representative
416-806-1803

Starting
From Mid- $300K

SOLD FOR $160K
OVER ASKING!

* THE NEXT PHASE
AT FESTIVAL SOUTH
VMC, CANADA’S BESTSELLING CONDOMINIUM
COMMUNITY.
Starting
From the low:

$949,000

Omnis Insurance

& Investment Solutions Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR
INSURANCE NEEDS
• LIFE • MORTGAGE
• DISABILITY
• TRAVEL • VISITOR
• CRITICAL ILLNESS
• SUPER VISA
• RESP & RRSP
• INVESTMENT

If you fail to plan, then
you’re planning to fail.

Abdool Saheed
Financial Advisor

Cell: 416-731-7527

Emerald City 1 is a luxury condominium that defines this new
community at the corner of Sheppard and Don Mills; a particular North York location that is becoming one of the city's most
sought-after places to live.

A Beautiful Open Concept Renovation - 3 bedroom, 4
washrooms, Detached Home in York. Huge Backyard.
Conveniently Located Within Walking Distance To
amenities and schools. Extremely Close Proximity to
Public Transit! A Great Place to Call Home.

The Mill Landing Condos Georgetown, ON

Starting
From

$700K

Victory Green Markham, ON
Victory Green is a new townhouse & single-family home development by Remington Homes. Currently in preconstruction at
Middlefield Road & 14th Ave, Markham. Sales for available unit’s
range in price: $1,300,990 to over $1,500,990. Victory Green has
a total of 39 units. Sizes range from 1,781-2,900 square feet.
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Starting
From

$400K

An idyllic location, that boasts a quaint village environment
with vibrant urban conveniences. Come home to an elevated community featuring a modern boutique building that
invites exclusive condominium suites & luxurious amenities
that complement your life with abundance and ease.
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$500K

TAB

ACCOUNTING
& FINANCIAL
SERVICES INC.

647-852-7243
MORTGAGE

1st, 2nd, & Refinance

PROPOSAL/
BANKRUPTCY

Make One Small Monthly
Payment For All Your Debts

INCOME TAX SERVICES
Personal • Business
Business Registration
HST • Payroll • WSIB

Abdool Saheed
C: 416-731-7527

Jason Saheed
C: 647-293-8397

